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ABSTRACT
As we are entering the big data era, data are becoming high-volume, complex,
and heterogeneous. Nowadays, almost every field and sector of the modern society
is being impacted by big data, ranging from energy system to health care, and
from business to government. The excessive amount of data contains potential and
highly useful values. Extracting values from these data and utilize it to support
the decision-making process is of paramount importance to improve productivity in
business and enhance the well-being of our society. However, data-driven decision-
making also arises with many challenges, such as feature selection, data fusion,
and real-time decision-making.
To overcome these challenges, this dissertation will develop deep learning algo-
rithms and frameworks for data-driven decision-making. This work is composed of
three major parts: automatic feature extraction, heterogeneous data fusion, and
deep reinforcement learning (DRL) based data-driven frameworks. This disser-
tation will first investigate the automatic feature extraction to avoid the burden
of the “feature engineering” process. To make sure the feature extractor can be
deployed to different scenarios, domain adaptive feature extraction will be stud-
ied. This dissertation will then examine the heterogeneous data fusion problem
where feature refinement, normalization, transformation, and fusion will be investi-
gated. With the automatic feature extraction and heterogeneous data fusion, this
dissertation will develop data-driven decision-making frameworks for real-world
applications, including robot-assisted pedestrian regulation and real-time electric
vehicle (EV) charging management. Numerous experiments will be conducted to
verify the effectiveness of the proposed frameworks.
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1.1 Research Motivations and Challenges
There is no doubt that we are entering the big data era. According to the
computer giant IBM, every day, we produce more than 2.5 billion GB data [1].
There are 3.5 billion requests on Google and 152 million purchases on Amazon per
day. Facebook generates 500 terabytes data, and Twitter generates 12 terabytes
data every day. In addition, the speed of data growth has already exceeded Moore’s
law [2]. IBM also reported that about 90% of all the data in the world today has
been created in the past two years.
With this explosion in data and the rapid development of information technol-
ogy, decision makers are gaining improved capability to extract value from the data
and use it to support the decision-making process [3]. Now, data lies at the heart of
decision-making process. Consequently, data-driven decision-making has received
considerable attention from both the academia and industry [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Tradi-
tional model-based decision-making, which requires intensive human involvement,
is inefficient and contains human bias. Real-world systems are becoming more
and more complex. These systems generally contain hundreds of components and
numerous measurement units. These systems are becoming really overwhelming
for traditional model-based decision-making. Data-driven decision-making has the
potential to solve these problems and can greatly reduce human intervention and
improve the performance and efficiency.
Data-driven decision-making can be briefly divided into three major steps.
The first step is to select suitable feature representations from the data. Feature
selection is an important step to reduce the complexity of the input data [9, 10,
11]. Then, if the data come from different sources, the data should be properly
1
fused. Data fusion is required to capture the underlying relationships in these
data [12, 13, 14]. Finally, the fused features will be further analyzed to support
the decision-making process [3].
The emergence of big data phenomenon has given rise to datasets that are
massive, highly heterogeneous, and dynamically evolving, as well as incomplete,
noisy and imprecise [15, 16, 17]. These distinct characteristics pose great chal-
lenges for data-driven decision-making [18]. First, special domain knowledge is
required to select or design features to reduce the complexity of the input data.
This process is called feature engineering, which is generally time-consuming and
labor-intensive. For example, Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [19] and
Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [20] are widely used feature engineering
algorithms for computer vision. Performing automatic feature extraction would be
a major breakthrough for data-driven decision-making. Another challenge is data
heterogeneity. The heterogeneity and complexity of the data call for advanced
algorithms that can capture the underlying relationship and allow reconciling the
data heterogeneity arising due to diverse data types. The last challenge is how to
transform the data into actionable insights and enable automated decision making
and control that requires autonomous agents to interact with the real world.
1.2 Deep Learning
Among many efforts towards data-driven decision-making, deep learning pro-
vides the key technical innovations [21, 22, 23]. For instance, deep neural network
(DNN) can effectively and automatically extract discriminative features from in-
put data, which would greatly benefit data-driven decision-making. In addition,
DNN has demonstrated its strong capability in transforming heterogeneous data
into common feature space and fusing these data. Moreover, deep reinforcement
learning (DRL) holds the promise of automating complex decision-making and
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control in the presence of uncertainty. For a wide range of real-world problems,
from robotic control and autonomous vehicle to dynamic energy management sys-
tem, DRL would provide dramatic improvement in capability and reduction in
engineering cost.
1.2.1 Deep Neural Network
Deep neural network has a layered, hierarchical architecture and can automati-
cally extract discriminative feature representations from the input data [24, 25, 26].
For example, given a face image, the lower layers of DNN can extract low-level
features, such as edges and corners. The middle layers can extract middle-level
features, such as eyes, noses, and mouths. The upper layers can detect the whole
face. The more layers DNN has, the better features it can extract. Network trained
by the Group Method of Data Handling in 1960s was perhaps the first DNN system
[27]. However, it was not until 2010s that DNN started to be widely used. The
booming of DNN is driven by three major forces. First, the availability of big data
makes it possible to train a DNN without worrying about the over-fitting problem.
Second, high-performance computing, like GPU, greatly reduces the training time.
Third, the development of advanced training algorithms makes the training pro-
cess converge to good optimal point instead of being trapped by the saddle points
or local minimums. Recently, many powerful DNN architectures have been devel-
oped and obtained great success in many complex applications, such as computer
vision [28, 29, 30, 31, 32], natural language processing [33, 34, 35, 36], and speech
recognition [37, 38, 39]. This section will introduce two types of DNNs that are
widely used in data-driven decision-making: one is convolutional neural network
(CNN) [40]; the other is long short-term memory (LSTM) network [41]. CNN has
achieved great success in processing spatial correlated data while LSTM network
is widely used in time-series analysis.
3
Convolutional Neural Network
The architecture of CNN is inspired by cat’s visual cortex. Hubel et al. found
that cat’s visual cortex has a complex arrangement of cells [42]. Inspired by this
arrangement, CNN is built up with convolutional layers and pooling layers. In
recent years, many deep CNNs, such as AlexNet [28], GoogLeNet [43], VGGNet
[44], and ResNet [45], have been proposed and revolutionized computer vision
domain. Fig. 1 [40] shows the convolution operation in the convolutional layer.
The unit on the hidden layer is connected to a region of the input layer via the
convolutional kernel. This region is called local receptive field. In Fig. 1, the size
of kernel is 5× 5. The kernel will slide over the input layer from left to right and
from top to bottom. In Fig. 1, the stride size is 1. So, the output of hidden unit
at position (j, k) is calculated by Eq.(1).
Input layer
Hidden layer











where w is the weight and b is the bias of the convolutional kernel; x represents
the input layer; f(.) is the activation function. The output of this convolutional
operation is called feature map. Each feature map can extract one specific kind
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of feature. In order to extract different kinds of features, multiple convolutional
kernels will be used to generate multiple feature maps. The details regarding the
convolution operation can be found in [46].
Fig. 1 also shows some important properties of the convolutional layer. First,
the convolutional kernel only connects to a small region instead of the whole input
layer. This sparse connectivity property can greatly reduces the computational
cost. Second, the weight of the convolutional kernel is shared during the convo-
lution process. Compared with the fully-connected neural network, the number
of weights is significantly reduced. Third, the convolution operation is translation
invariant. In order words, the convolutional kernel can detect the input pattern
no matter where the input pattern is.
Pooling layer is generally used after the convolutional layer to condense the
output of the previous convolutional layer. The output is calculated by pooling
a non-overlapping region in the input layer. Max pooling and average pooling
are typically used as the pooling operation. For max pooling, the output is the
maximum activation of the input region. For average pooling, the output is the
average activation of the input region.
The pooling operation reduces the dimension of the input layer and therefore
reduce the computational operations. In addition, it makes CNN invariant to
translation in the small region. Specifically, if the input pattern appears in any
position of the pooled region, the output will be the same.
Long Short-Term Memory Network
LSTM network is a type of recurrent neural network (RNN) [47]. It is proposed
to alleviate the gradient vanishing problem in RNN. The idea behind the LSTM
network is to make use of sequential information. LSTM network performs the
same processing for every element of the sequence, with the output being dependent
5
on the previous computations. The information about what has been calculated
so far can be stored or “memorized” in the LSTM cells. The typical structure of



























Figure 2: An unfolded LSTM network.
Fig. 2 shows an LSTM network being unfolded into a full network. Unfolding
means that we write out the network for the complete sequence. In Fig. 2, dt
is the input at the current step; ct−1 and yt−1 are the cell state and output from
previous time step.
The structure of the LSTM cell is shown in Fig. 3 [41]. The key to the
LSTM network is the cell state ct. The LSTM network has the ability to add
information into or remove information from the cell state, carefully regulated by
structures called gates. Gates provide a way to optionally let information through.
Specifically, an input gate determines the amount of information to be added into
the cell state while a forget gate determines the amount of information to be
inherited from the previous cell state ct−1. The input gate and forget gate are
shown in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), respectively,
it = σ (Wi ∗ dt +Ri ∗ yt−1 + bi) (2)































Figure 3: The structure of the LSTM cell.
where Wi, Ri, Wf , and Rf are the weights for the input gate and forget gate; bi,
and bf are the biases for these gates; σ is the sigmoid function whose output is
between 0 and 1, describing how much of information should be let through.
The input information zt is shown as
zt = h (Wz ∗ dt +Rz ∗ yt−1 + bz) , (4)
where h denotes the hyperbolic tangent function; Wz and Rz are the weights; bz is
the bias. The input gate would determine the amount of zt to be added into the
cell. Therefore, the cell state is calculated as
ct = it  zt + ft  ct−1, (5)
where  represents the element-wise multiplication operation; it  zt denotes the
amount of information to be added from zt; ft ct−1 denotes the amount of infor-
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mation to be inherited from the previous cell state ct−1.
The output of the cell is determined by the output gate as
ot = σ (Wo ∗ dt +Ro ∗ yt−1 + bo) , (6)
where Wo, Ro are the weights, and bo is the bias. Thus, the output of the cell is
shown as
yt = ot  h (ct) . (7)
1.2.2 Deep Reinforcement Learning
Much of the inspiration for RL algorithm came from rules developed to de-
scribe the learning behavior of animals [48, 49, 50]. Let us take a look at a real-
world experiment: train a mouse to navigate a maze looking for food [51]. The
mouse needs to make decisions. Wrong decisions result in the punishment of hunger
while good decisions get the mouse to the food more quickly. At the beginning of
the experiment, the mouse took a long time to find the food. Then, after repeating
this experiment several times, the mouse finally found the best path to the food.
For this experiment, exploring the maze is a way to collect data. With these data,
the mouse learns to make good decisions. Learning from the experience data is
the fundamental learning strategy of RL [52, 53].
RL establishes a framework for data-driven decision-making [52, 54]. In RL,
an agent takes actions and interacts with an environment. For the previous ex-
periment, mouse is the agent, and maze is the environment. RL has three basic
elements, state, action, and reward. In this experiment, the state is the location of
the mouse in the maze. The action is the move of the mouse. The reward measures
the quality of the move. Wrong moves result in the punishment of hunger while
good moves get the mouse to the food more quickly. After trial and error, the
mouse will learn a good policy to maximize the reward. More details about RL
8
can be found in [52].
DNN is an architecture that mimics animal brain. It can extract high-level
features from the input data and effectively fuse the data from different sources.
RL is a general framework for data-driven decision making. The combination
of these two different models is one of the best answers we have so far to solve
challenging real world problems. This new combination is called DRL. A typical




Figure 4: A typical agent-environment scheme in DRL.
The idea of DRL was first proposed by Mnih et al. [50] to train an agent to
play Atari games. In the proposed framework, CNN is applied to extract suitable
features from the high-dimensional input images. Then, the Q-network is used to
generate actions based on these features. The overall framework is trained with
9
RL. The performance of DRL on the Atari games was comparable to that of a
professional human player. This achievement was mostly contributed by the rep-
resentation learning with DNN that enabled automatic feature extraction and end-
to-end RL through gradient descent. In recent years, many DRL-based data-driven
decision-making frameworks, such as AlphaGo [55], Deepstack [56], AlphaStar [57],
have achieved great success in many complex applications.
1.3 Dissertation Outline
Innovative research is needed to address the growing complexity of data-driven
decision-making. This dissertation focuses on the development of deep learning
algorithms for data-driven decision-making. The overall structure of the disser-
tation is illustrated in Fig. 5. Following Chapter 1 of introduction, Chapter 2
presents supervised and unsupervised feature extractors. Then, Chapter 3 investi-
gates the heterogeneous data fusion problem. With automatic feature extraction
and heterogeneous data fusion, in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, data-driven decision-
making frameworks are developed to solve two real-world problems, robot-assisted
pedestrian regulation and electric vehicle (EV) charging management. Chapter 6
concludes this dissertation with discussions on future challenges and opportunities.
Specifically, Chapter 2 first introduces the supervised feature extractor and
how domain shift undermines its performance. A low-level feature alignment
method is proposed to reduce the domain shift and maintain the performance
of feature extractor across different domains. The experimental results under dif-
ferent domain adaptation scenarios verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Chapter 2 also introduces an unsupervised feature extractor, sparse autoencoder.
It does not need label information and thus does not suffer from the domain shift
problem. A generative model is established to model the sparse autoencoder and
determine the sparse hyperparameter. The research results presented in this chap-
10
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Figure 5: Overall structure of the dissertation.
ter have also been reported in [58, 59].
Chapter 3 studies the heterogeneous data fusion problem, which is a crucial
step in data-driven decision-making. Two typical types of heterogeneous data,
image and natural language, are investigated in this chapter. An attention network
is used to capture the correlation between the input data and refine the input
data according to the correlation. In addition, a hierarchical fusion network is
developed to transform the heterogeneous data into a common feature space. In
the fusion network, a multi-head fusion is proposed to effectively fuse the data.
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The experimental results on a large-scale heterogeneous dataset demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed fusion technique. The research results presented in
this chapter have also been reported in [60].
Chapter 4 develops a data-driven decision-making framework based on DRL
for a real-world problem, robot-assisted pedestrian regulation. To avoid crowd
accident, a mobile robot is introduced to regulate pedestrian flows. A data-driven
approach is developed to find the optimal policy that maneuvers the robot to
achieve the maximum pedestrian outflow. The proposed approach is evaluated
under different pedestrian flow conditions and different robot initial positions. The
visualization of the extracted features reveals how the automatic feature extraction
contributes to the success of the proposed data-driven approach. The research
results presented in this chapter have also been reported in [61].
Chapter 5 develops a data-driven solution for the EV charging problem in
smart grid. The proposed data-driven approach can learn an optimal charging
policy that can not only reduce the customer’s charging cost but also make sure the
EV can be fully charged upon departure. In this chapter, the EV charging problem
is formulated as a Markov decision process (MDP) where the uncertainty of the
future electricity prices and user’s commuting behavior are considered. Numerous
simulations are conducted to validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
The research results presented in this chapter have also been reported in [62].
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the dissertation and discusses future challenges
and opportunities along the research direction.
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CHAPTER 2
Deep Learning for Automatic Feature Extraction
2.1 Chapter Overview
Extracting good feature representation is the foundation of data-driven
decision-making. For traditional methods, given the input data, suitable features
should be selected and designed by human experts. Although this “feature engi-
neering” process, in general, can leverage domain knowledge to improve the learn-
ing performance, it is typically labor-intensive [63]. In addition, most of the human
designed features are low-level features.
Deep learning can automatically extract high-level features from input data
without human intervention. This can greatly benefit data-driven decision-making.
Automatic feature extractor can be briefly divided into two categories: supervised
feature extractor and unsupervised feature extractor. Supervised feature extractor
can extract discriminative features from the input data with the help of the labeling
information. Unsupervised feature extractor can learn the underlying pattern from
the input data without labeling data.
This chapter will first introduce the supervised feature extractor and the im-
pact of domain shift on it. Then, a novel domain adaptation method is proposed to
reduce the domain shift for the supervised feature extractor. The main contribu-
tions are threefold. First, the domain shift problem in supervised feature extractor
is investigated. Second, a low-level feature alignment method is proposed to reduce
the domain shift. Third, the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is validated
in numerous experiments under different domain adaptation scenarios.
This chapter will also introduce an unsupervised feature extractor, sparse
autoencoder, and how to determine its sparse hyperparameter. The main contri-
butions are in twofold. First, the relationship between the sparse hyperparameter
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and the sparsity of sparse autoencoder is derived. Second, an effective method is
proposed to determine the sparse hyperparameter.
2.2 Supervised Feature Extraction
DNN-based supervised feature extractors, like CNN, have achieved great suc-
cess in many data-driven decision-making applications [31, 32, 45, 64]. With these
supervised feature extractors, machines have achieved super-human performance
in a large-scale image recognition task [65]. In addition, these feature extractors
have been widely used in object detectors where machines can detect different
objects in an image and also provide position information for each object.
Even though these feature extractors have obtained promising results in data-
driven decision-making, they suffer from a common problem, domain shift. In
general, these feature extractors are trained on a large amount of annotated data
that are collected in a source domain. After the training process, these feature
extractors are deployed in a target domain. Generally, it is assumed that the
distributions of the source domain and the target domain are similar. However,
in practice, this assumption is not always true. For example, the source domain
data may be collected in the clear weather with good visibility while the target
domain data may be collected in the foggy weather. The distribution discrepancy
between the source domain and the target domain is called domain shift. Due
to domain shift, the performance of these models may deteriorate sharply in the
target domain. A straightforward solution is to recollect the data in the target




To reduce domain shift and obtain good performance in the target domain,
many domain adaptation algorithms have been proposed. These algorithms do
not need any annotation for the target domain data. They can be mainly grouped
into two categories: instance reweighting and feature matching. Instance reweight-
ing approaches attempt to identify the training source instances that are highly
relevant to the target domain and exploit those reweighted instances to train a
target model [66, 67]. Feature matching methods aim to align source and tar-
get domains by reducing the distribution gap of learned domain-invariant features
[68, 69]. Thereinto, transfer component analysis (TCA) [70] learns some shared
transfer components in a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) to reduce the
discrepancy across domains. While recent studies have shown that more transfer-
able representative features can be learned by embedding domain adaptation in the
pipeline of deep representation learning [71, 72]. Currently, inspired by generative
adversarial nets (GANs), adversarial domain adaptation methods through an ad-
versarial objective play the minimax game between the source and target domains
to make them indistinguishable. For example, [73] presents a unified framework,
adversarial discriminative domain adaptation (ADDA), which learns two separate
encoding networks that project source and target data into the same space by a
domain-adversarial loss.
Unlike these previous works that require a huge amount of samples from target
domain, a one-shot domain adaptation algorithm that only needs one sample from
the target domain is proposed. This can greatly reduce the burden of collecting
data in the new target domain. The proposed algorithm is named as one-shot
feature alignment (OSFA) [58]. This section will focus on the domain adaptation
for CNN since CNN is a widely feature extractor for data-driven decision-making.
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Unlike the previous works that focus on aligning high-level features, the proposed
algorithm aligns the low-level features of the source domain and the target domain.
Specifically, the domain shift is reduced by aligning the average activation of the
feature maps in the lower layer of CNN. In addition, [74] pointed out that the
lower layer in a CNN can respond to low-level features, such as corners and edges.
Source domain images and target domain images share common low-level features.
However, due to domain shift, the illumination or visibility of the low-level features
in the target images may be different from those in the source images. This dif-
ference makes CNN hard to recognize the low-level features in the target domain.
Therefore, it is essential to align low-level features to reduce domain shift. In this
section, the object detection task is used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
approach. The reason to choose object detection task is that it is more challenging
than other tasks, like image classification. In addition, the domain adaptation
algorithm developed for object detection can also be used for other tasks.
In one-shot unsupervised domain adaptation for object detection, the images
in the source domain are labeled with bounding boxes, and only one unlabeled
image is available in the target domain. DS = {(xS1 , yS1) , · · · , (xSn , ySn)} is used
to represent the samples in the source domain, where xSi ∈ XS denotes the input
image, and ySi ∈ YS denotes the bounding box annotation. DT = {xT} is used
to represent the sample in the target domain, where xT ∈ XT denotes the input
image.
The marginal distribution of source domain data XS is denoted as P (XS),
and the marginal distribution of target domain data XT is denoted as Q (XT ).
Since there exists domain shift between the source domain and the target domain,
these two distributions are not equal, i.e., P (XS) 6= Q (XT ). The goal is to
determine a transformation function f(·) to map the source domain images and
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the target domain images into the same feature space such that the domain shift
can be reduced. In this problem, a deep CNN is implemented as the transformation
function. Its parameters are optimized by minimizing the detection loss and the
discrepancy between P (f(XS)) and P (f(XT )). With this transformation function,
the domain shift will be reduced, i.e., P (f(XS)) ≈ P (f(XT )).
2.2.2 Domain Adaptive Feature Extractor
In this section, first, the motivations of low-level feature alignment and one-
shot domain adaptation are explained. Then, the details about the proposed OSFA
algorithm for one-shot unsupervised domain adaptive object detection are pre-
sented.
Low-Level Feature Alignment
Unlike the existing domain adaptation algorithms that typically align high-
level features of CNN, in the proposed approach, the domain shift is reduced by
aligning the low-level features. This idea is inspired by recent study of visualizing
and understanding the feature maps of CNN [74]. This study shows that the upper
layers of CNN respond to high-level features, such as the head of a dog, while the
lower layers can be activated by low-level features, such as corners and edges. When
a source domain image xSi and a target domain image xT are inputted into a CNN,
the output of the upper layer can be obtained as fH (xSi) and fH (xT ). Since xSi
and xT may contain different objects, fH (xSi) and fH (xT ) will be different. Thus,
directly aligning the high-level features will not work. Nevertheless, xSi and xT
share common low-level features. Therefore, the output of the lower layer, fL (xSi)
and fL (xT ), will contain similar patterns. Thus, it is more reasonable to align the
low-level features rather than the high-level features. In addition, aligning low-
level features can benefit domain adaptive object detection because these features
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are critical for detecting the shape of the object.
One-Shot Domain Adaptation
In the proposed OSFA, domain shift is reduced by aligning the average acti-
vation of feature maps in the lower layer with only one target sample. F is used to
denote the activations of one feature map in the lower layer of a CNN. The acti-
vation of each unit in this feature map is denoted as F1, F2, · · · , FK . It is assumed
that F1, F2, · · · , FK are independent and identically distributed random variables
whose mean and variance are µ and σ2, respectively. According to central limit
theory, when K is large enough, the distribution of the average activation of this
















When K → ∞, the variance σ2
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where δ (.) denotes the Dirac delta function.
In the lower layer of a CNN, K is generally very large. For example, if the size
of the input image is 512× 512, and VGG16 is used to extract features, the value
of K in Pool1 layer is 65536. Therefore, the distribution in Eq. (8) will approach
the Dirac delta function, and it is reasonable to use only one sample to estimate
the mean value µ of this distribution.
Architecture of the Proposed OSFA
The overall architecture of the proposed OSFA is shown in Fig. 6 [58]. The
input contains two images: the labeled source image and the unlabeled target
image. The labeled source image is inputted into the network on the top to calcu-
late the detection loss, and the unlabeled target image is fed into the network on
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the bottom. A domain loss is proposed to measure the domain shift between the
source domain image and the target domain image. During the training process,
























Figure 6: The overall architecture of the proposed OSFA.
The network on the top is the well-known object detection model SSD. In
SSD, the backbone network is a truncated VGG-16 (from Conv1 1 to Pool5 ). On
top of this backbone network, some convolutional layers are stacked to generate
the detection prediction at multiple scales. Specifically, the detection predictions
are generated from the following convolutional layers: Conv4 3, Conv7, Conv8 2,
Conv9 2, Conv10 2, Conv11 2, and Conv12 2. The details of SSD can be found
in [75]. The bottom network has three layers, i.e., Conv1 1, Conv1 2, and Pool1.
Their parameters are shared with the truncated VGG-16 on the top.
By feeding the source image xSi into the top network, the output of Pool1
layer is F 1Si . Similarly, by inputting the target image xT into the bottom network,
the output of Pool1 layer is F 1T . Then, the average activation of each feature map
is calculated by applying global average pooling. Then, the domain loss Ldon is
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where Gj(·) represents the global average pooling operation on the jth feature map;
|.| calculates the element-wise absolute value; M1 denotes the number of feature
maps in Pool1 layer; B represents the batch size.
Finally, the total loss is calculated as Eq. (10).
L = Ldet + αLdon, (10)
where Ldet is the detection loss that measures the difference between the
groundtruth and detection predictions; α is a coefficient. During the training
process, the whole model in Fig. 6 is used. During the evaluation process, only
the top network is used.
2.2.3 Experimental Results
In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed OSFA is demonstrated in
numerous experiments under two scenarios. The first scenario is to adapt from
clear weather to foggy weather. In this scenario, domain shift arises from different
weather condition. The capability to adapt between different weather conditions
is crucial for the real-world data-driven decision-making. The second scenario is
to adapt from synthetic images to real-world images. In this scenario, the source
domain images are generated by a simulation engine, and the target domain im-
ages are collected in real-world. The simulation engine can easily produce a large
number of synthetic images with computer-generated annotation. The ability to
adapt from synthetic images to real-world images can avoid the burden of manually
collecting and annotating real-world images.
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Experimental Setup
The training data consist of the annotated source domain images and one
unlabeled target domain image. The original SSD model is used as a baseline for
comparison. For this baseline model, domain adaptation is not considered, and
the model is trained with source domain data only. After the training process, the
baseline model and the proposed OSFA are evaluated on the target domain data.
In the following experiments, the mean average precision (mAP) is used as the
evaluation metric, and the intersection over union (IOU) threshold is 0.5.
The hyperparameters for SSD are selected according to [75]. The value of
the coefficient α is set as 0.001 for the following experiments. Stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) with a momentum of 0.9 is used for the training. For the first 2k
iterations, the learning rate is chosen as 5× 10−4 to warm up the training. Then,
the learning rate is set as 1× 10−3 for the next 48k iterations. Then, for the next
10k iterations, the learning rate is reduced to 1× 10−4. For the final 10k iteration,
the learning rate is further reduced to 1× 10−5.
Domain Adaptation from Clear Weather to Foggy Weather
In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed OSFA is demonstrated under
the first scenario, i.e., adapting from clear weather to foggy weather. The source
domain images are from Cityscapes dataset [76], which is collected in clear weather
condition. The target domain images are from Foggy Cityscapes dataset [77],
which is obtained by simulating fog on the images in Cityscapes. Both Cityscapes
and Foggy Cityscapes are collected for semantic segmentation and do not directly
provide bounding box annotations. According to the preprocessing step in [78], the
bounding box annotation is obtained by taking the tightest rectangle of its instance.
In Cityscapes, eight categories (person, rider, car, truck, bus, train, motorcycle,
and bicycle) have instance labels. Thus, the experimental results are reported on
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these categories. During the training process, Cityscapes ’s training set is used as
source domain data, and one unlabeled image is randomly selected from Foggy
Cityscapes ’s training set as the target domain data. After the training process,
the baseline model and the proposed OSFA are evaluated on Foggy Cityscapes ’s
validation set.
The evaluation results of adapting from Cityscapes to Foggy Cityscapes are
presented in Table 1. Without domain adaptation, the mAP of the baseline SSD
model is 23.9%. The average precisions (APs) of the eight categories are 22.0%,
27.6 %, 37.0%, 16.7%, 28.2%, 9.9%, 19.8%, and 30.1%, respectively. Compared
to this baseline model, the proposed OSFA with Pool2 layer for feature alignment
can improve the mAP to 27.2%. With Pool1 layer for feature alignment, the mAP
can be further improved to 28.7%, and the APs of the eight categories are 23.6%,
32.6%, 43.8%, 22.9%, 35.4%, 14.7%, 23.1%, and 33.2%, respectively. We can see
that the proposed OSFA outperforms the baseline model on mAP and across all
the eight categories.
Table 1: Adapt from Cityscapes to Foggy Cityscapes.
Methods person rider car truck bus train motorcycle bicycle mAP
SSD [75] 22.0 27.6 37.0 16.7 28.2 9.9 19.8 30.1 23.9
img+ins align [78] 24.2 31.2 39.1 19.1 36.2 19.2 17.1 27.0 26.6
img+ins+cons [78] 25.0 31.0 40.5 22.1 35.3 20.2 20.0 27.1 27.6
OSFA (Pool2) 23.2 30.5 42.0 23.8 33.9 11.9 22.0 30.4 27.2
OSFA (Pool1) 23.6 32.6 43.8 22.9 35.4 14.7 23.1 33.2 28.7
The performance of the proposed OSFA is also compared with two state-of-
the-art domain adaptation models in [78]. It is worth noting that these two models
require the whole training set of Foggy Cityscapes for domain adaptation while the
proposed OSFA only needs one image for domain adaptation. We can see that
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the proposed OSFA with Pool1 layer for feature alignment outperforms these two
models. These results verify the effectiveness of the proposed OSFA in adapting
from clear weather to foggy weather with only one unlabeled target image.
Domain Adaptation from Synthetic Images to Real-World Images
In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed OSFA is validated under
the second scenario, i.e., adapting from synthetic images to real-world images.
The source domain images are from SIM 10k dataset [79]. The images and the
corresponding bounding box annotations in this dataset are generated by Grand
Theft Auto V (GTA V), which is a simulation engine. In SIM 10k, only car
category is labeled. Thus, the evaluation results is reported on this category. The
target domain images are from three real-world datasets, i.e., Cityscapes, PASCAL
VOC2007, and PASCAL VOC2012.
During the training process, SIM 10k is used as the source domain data, and
one unlabeled image is randomly selected from Cityscapes ’s training set as the
target domain data. After the training process, the baseline and the proposed
OSFA are evaluated on Cityscapes ’s validation set.
The evaluation results of adapting from SIM 10k to Cityscapes are shown
in Table 2. Without domain adaptation, the AP of the baseline SSD model is
35.1%. Compared to this baseline, the proposed OSFA with Pool2 layer for feature
alignment can improve the AP to 38.3%. Furthermore, with Pool1 layer for feature
alignment, the AP is improved to 38.6%.
The performance of the proposed OSFA is also compared with two state-of-
the-art domain adaptation models in [78]. These two models require the whole
training set of Cityscapes for domain adaptation while the proposed OSFA only
needs one image for domain adaptation. We can observe that the performance of
the proposed OSFA is close to the performance of these two models. These results
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Table 2: Adapt from SIM 10k to Cityscapes.
Methods car AP
SSD [75] 35.1




demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed OSFA in adapting from synthetic
images to real-world images with only one unlabeled target image.
To further evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed OSFA in adapting from
synthetic images to real-world images, the following two experiments are con-
ducted. In these experiments, SIM 10k is used as the source domain data, and
one unlabeled image is randomly selected from the training set of VOC2007 or
VOC2012 as the target domain data. After the training process, the baseline model
and the proposed OSFA are evaluated on VOC2007 ’s test set and VOC2012 ’s val-
idation set.
The evaluation results of adapting from SIM 10k to PASCAL VOC are pre-
sented in Table 3. Without domain adaptation, the APs of the baseline SSD model
for these two experiments are 64.2% and 54.0%, respectively. In comparison with
this baseline, the propose OSFA with Pool2 layer for feature alignment can im-
prove the APs to 69.1% and 57.5%, respectively. With Pool1 layer for feature
alignment, the APs for these two experiments can be further improved to 71.2%
and 58.0%, respectively. These evaluation results demonstrate the proposed OSFA
is effective in adapting to different target domains.
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Table 3: Adapt from SIM 10k to PASCAL VOC.
Methods VOC2007 VOC2012
SSD [75] 64.2 54.0
OSFA (Pool2) 69.1 57.5
OSFA (Pool1) 71.2 58.0
Ablation Experiments
To further understand the proposed OSFA, several ablation experiments are
conducted. Specifically, this section first compares the performance of domain
adaptation with different layers of CNN to show the advantage of the proposed
low-level feature alignment. Then, this section verifies that the proposed OSFA
can obtain good domain adaptation results regardless of the choice of the target
sample. Finally, this section investigates the robustness of the proposed OSFA to
the coefficient α.
The proposed OSFA uses lower layer of CNN, Pool1 layer, for feature align-
ment. In this section, the performance of low-level feature alignment is compared
with the performance of high-level feature alignment. The experimental setup and
the training process are the same as those in Section “Domain Adaptation from
Clear Weather to Foggy Weather”. Seven new models are trained with upper lay-
ers (Conv4 3, Conv7, Conv8 2, Conv9 2, Conv10 2, Conv11 2, and Conv12 2 ) for
feature alignment, respectively. In these experiments, Cityscapes is used as the
source domain data and Foggy Cityscapes is the target domain data.
The results of these seven models are shown in Table 4 and are compared
with the baseline SSD model and the proposed OSFA with Pool1 layer for feature
alignment. The mAP of the baseline is 23.9%. The proposed OSFA with Pool1
can improve the mAP to 28.7%. However, with the seven upper layers for feature
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alignment, the mAPs are 25.2%, 24.6%, 25.5%, 25.0%, 25.8%, 25.6%, and 25.0%,
respectively. These results are only slightly better than the result of the baseline
model and are worse than the result of the proposed OSFA. From these experi-
ments, we can see that low-level feature alignment is much better than high-level
feature alignment.
Table 4: Feature alignment with different feature layers.
Methods person rider car truck bus train motorcycle bicycle mAP
SSD [75] 22.0 27.6 37.0 16.7 28.2 9.9 19.8 30.1 23.9
Conv4 3 23.2 29.4 37.5 17.8 27.1 11.4 23.0 32.0 25.2
Conv7 23.6 31.6 38.5 15.0 28.2 9.1 18.2 32.2 24.6
Conv8 2 22.7 29.8 38.2 18.6 32.7 9.1 21.1 31.9 25.5
Conv9 2 22.7 30.7 38.3 18.7 29.7 9.7 19.6 30.8 25.0
Conv10 2 23.7 31.6 39.7 20.2 29.4 9.6 22.8 29.6 25.8
Conv11 2 24.2 31.9 38.5 19.0 29.6 9.3 20.3 31.9 25.6
Conv12 2 24.6 30.9 40.7 17.8 27.7 3.4 22.6 31.9 25.0
OSFA (Pool1) 23.6 32.6 43.8 22.9 35.4 14.7 23.1 33.2 28.7
In the proposed OSFA, an unlabeled target image is randomly selected for
feature alignment. In the following experiments, the impact of the choice of the
target sample on the domain adaptation performance will be analyzed. Four do-
main adaptation experiments are conducted:
• Adapt from Cityscapes to Foggy Cityscapes (C → F )
• Adapt from SIM 10k to Cityscapes (S → C)
• Adapt from SIM 10k to PASCAL VOC2007 (S → 07)
• Adapt from SIM 10k to PASCAL VOC2012 (S → 12)
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Each experiment is run for five times. In each run, a different target sample is
selected. The results for these four experiments are shown in Table 5. In C → F ,
the mAP of the baseline is 23.9%. The mAPs of the five runs of the proposed
OSFA are 28.7%, 29.9%, 28.0%, 28.5%, and 30.4%, respectively. The average
value of these five runs is 29.1%. These results are all better than the result of the
baseline. Similarly, in S → C, the mAP of the baseline is only 35.1%. The mAPs
of the five runs of the proposed OSFA are 38.6%, 38.5%, 38.6%, 37.7%, and 38.3%,
respectively. The average value of these five runs is 38.3%. In S → 07, the mAP
of the baseline is 64.2%. The mAPs of the five runs of the proposed OSFA are
71.2%, 71.0%, 70.4%, 71.5%, and 70.3%, respectively. The average value of these
five runs is 70.9%. In S → 12, the mAP of the baseline is 54.0%. The mAPs of
the five runs of the proposed OSFA are 58.0%, 57.5%, 58.2%, 57.2%, and 58.1%,
respectively. The average value of these five runs is 57.8%. These results show
that the proposed OSFA can obtain good domain adaptation results regardless of
the choice of the target sample.
Table 5: Domain adaptation with different target sample.
Methods C → F S → C S → 07 S → 12
SSD 23.9 35.1 64.2 54.0
OSFA (run1) 28.7 38.6 71.2 58.0
OSFA (run2) 29.9 38.5 71.0 57.5
OSFA (run3) 28.0 38.6 70.4 58.2
OSFA (run4) 28.5 37.7 71.5 57.2
OSFA (run5) 30.4 38.3 70.3 58.1
OSFA (average) 29.1 38.3 70.9 57.8
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In the following experiments, the robustness of the proposed OSFA to the
coefficient α is investigated. The experimental setup and the training process
are the same as those in Section “Domain Adaptation from Clear Weather to
Foggy Weather”. Six OSFA models are trained with different coefficient α =
{0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05}. The experimental results are shown in Ta-
ble 6. With these different coefficients α, the corresponding mAPs are 27.6%,
28.8%,28.7 %, 29.4%, 28.7%, and 28.5%, respectively. These results are all better
than the baseline model without domain adaptation. In addition, when the coef-
ficient α varies from 0.0001 to 0.05, the mAPs are around 28.0%. These results
show that the proposed OSFA is robust to the choice of coefficient α.
Table 6: Domain adaptation with different coefficient α.
Methods person rider car truck bus train motorcycle bicycle mAP
SSD [75] 22.0 27.6 37.0 16.7 28.2 9.9 19.8 30.1 23.9
OSFA (α = 0.0001) 23.2 30.7 41.9 22.4 32.7 13.8 24.3 31.9 27.6
OSFA (α = 0.0005) 24.2 32.4 43.6 22.7 35.8 16.2 24.2 31.3 28.8
OSFA (α = 0.001) 23.6 32.6 43.8 22.9 35.4 14.7 23.1 33.2 28.7
OSFA (α = 0.005) 22.5 31.8 45.0 19.7 36.6 20.1 25.7 33.7 29.4
OSFA (α = 0.01) 22.2 32.6 43.2 24.9 32.7 19.6 23.0 31.4 28.7
OSFA (α = 0.05) 22.5 32.3 44.5 18.7 35.3 23.0 21.7 30.4 28.5
Insights and Discussions
In this section, experiments are conducted to show that the proposed OSFA
succeeds in reducing domain shift. The process is the same as that in Section
“Domain Adaptation from Clear Weather to Foggy Weather”. A baseline SSD
model without domain adaptation and the proposed OSFA with Pool1 layer for
feature alignment are trained. Specifically, the baseline model is trained only with
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Cityscapes dataset. For the proposed OSFA, Cityscapes is used as the source
domain data, and one unlabeled image is randomly selected from Foggy Cityscapes
as the target domain data. After the training process, the domain shift for the
baseline model and the proposed OSFA is calculated. The input for each model is
a pair of images: xSi and xTi . xSi is an image from Cityscapes while xTi is from
Foggy Cityscapes and is generated by simulating fog on xSi . Therefore, xSi and
xTi will have the same objects. The only difference between them is that there is
fog in xTi . This fog is the source of domain shift. This experiment will validate
whether the proposed OSFA can reduce this type of domain shift.
When xSi and xTi are inputted into the model, the output of Pool1 layer can
be obtained as p1Si and p
1
Ti


















where |.| calculates the element-wise absolute value; Gj(·) represents the global
average pooling operation over the jth feature map; M is the number of fea-
ture maps in Pool1 layer; N represents the number of samples in Cityscapes ’s
training set. Then, the domain shift reduction at Pool1 layer is calculated as(
Dbasep1 −DOSFAp1
)
/Dbasep1 , where D
OSFA
p1 represents the domain shift of the pro-
posed OSFA; Dbasep1 is the domain shift of the baseline model. The domain shift
reduction for the other eight layers, including Pool2, Conv4 3, Conv7, Conv8 2,
Conv9 2, Conv10 2, Conv11 2, Conv12 2, can be calculated in a similar way.
The domain shift reduction for these nine layers are 67.39%, 18.39%, 14.85%,
26.77%, 17.61%, 2.90%, 0.81%, 14.58%, and 17.03%, respectively. Since Pool1
layer is used in the proposed OSFA for feature alignment, OSFA significantly
reduces the domain shift at Pool1 layer by 67.39%. For the remaining eight layers,
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even though they are not used for feature alignment, OSFA can still reduce the
domain shift at these layers. These results demonstrate that the proposed OSFA
is effective in reducing domain shift.
2.3 Unsupervised Feature Extraction
Unlike the supervised feature extractors that require labeling information and
suffer from domain shift, unsupervised feature extractors can automatically learn
underlying patterns from the input data without labeling information and therefore
does not have the domain shift problem. In this section, a widely used unsupervised
feature extractor, autoencoder [80], will be introduced.
2.3.1 Autoencoder
The architecture of autoencoder is shown in Fig. 7 [80]. It contains two parts:
encoder and decoder. The encoder encodes input data into hidden layer while the
decoder decodes information from hidden layer to output layer. The output of
hidden units can be treated as features of input data.
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Figure 7: Architecture of autoencoder.
The output of hidden units is shown in Eq.(12) where W
′




is the bias vector. In Eq.(12), x(j) denotes a sample of input data, and a(j)










The output of autoencoder is shown in Eq.(13) where W is the weight matrix,




denotes the output of autoencoder when









Autoencoder is trained to minimize the error between input data and the out-
put of autoencoder. Therefore, the cost function of autoencoder can be expressed
as Eq.(14) where m denotes the number of samples in input data, x(j) denotes
a sample of input data, and a(j) denotes the output of hidden units when given
the input x(j). The optimal weight matrix and bias vector can be obtained by



















In order to extract structured features, a sparse penalty can be imposed on
the hidden units of autoencoder [81, 82]. Introducing sparsity is an efficient way to
represent information with a small number of activated hidden units [83, 84]. This
is inspired by the observation that natural images can be represented by sparse
features [85]. When natural images are filtered with log-Gabor filters, the output
distributions typically show sparse structures [86].
Sparse autoencoder has been widely used in automatic feature extraction.
For instance, Poultney et al. [87] use sparse autoencoder to extract stroke-like
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features from handwriting digits dataset. Le et al. [88] propose a nine-layer locally
connected sparse autoencoder to learn face features from unlabeled data. These
features are robust to translation and scaling. Chen et al. [89] use a stacked sparse
autoencoder to identify and classify overvoltage waveforms in power distribution
systems. Sparse autoencoder can automatically extract discriminative features
from the ferroresonance overvoltage waveforms. Tao et al. [90] propose a stacked
sparse autoencoder to learn spectral-spatial features from hyperspectral imagery
which is intrinsically defined in spectral and spatial domains.
Although sparse autoencoder is effective in feature extraction, a sparse hy-
perparameter should be determined to balance the trade-off between the recon-
struction error and the sparsity of sparse autoencoder. Many researchers have
explored how to determine the sparse hyperparameter. For example, Chen et al.
[89] and Sun et al. [91] search for the sparse hyperparameter within a large inter-
val. Unlike these searching methods, Gong et al. [92] introduce a multiobjective
evolutionary algorithm to determine the sparse hyperparameter. The evolutionary
algorithm obtains a set of Pareto optimal solutions and selects a solution from the
knee areas on the Pareto optimal front. Although the above methods can choose
a suitable sparse hyperparameter, they are time-consuming, especially when the
dataset is large. Besides, they do not show the relationship between the sparse
hyperparameter and the sparsity.
2.3.2 Generative Model for Sparse Autoencoder
In this section, in order to efficiently determine the sparse hyperparameter, a
generative model is derived for sparse autoencoder from the probabilistic perspec-
tive [59].
According to [93], the input data x can be represented by the output of sparse
autoencoder
∧





= f (Wa+ b) + v (15)
where a is the output of hidden units. Eq.(15) can be rewritten from a probabilistic
perspective as Eq.(16).











where Z is a normalizing constant, and σ2 denotes the variance of the Gaussian
white noise.
In order to obtain a generative model for sparse autoencoder, the conditional
distribution P (x | W, b) is derived as Eq.(17).
P (x | W, b) =
∫
P (x | a,W, b)P (a)d(a) (17)
where P (a) denotes the prior distribution of hidden units. Since the hidden units
are independent, the prior distribution can be rewritten as Eq.(18) where k is the
number of hidden units.
P (a) = Πki=1P (ai) (18)
When the sparse penalty is imposed on the hidden units, the output of hidden
units should be near zero with high probability. Therefore, the average activation
of hidden unit i defined in Eq.(19) should be a small value near zero. In Eq.(19),
m denotes the number of samples in input data, and a
(j)











From the probabilistic perspective, when the sparse penalty is imposed, the
prior distribution P (ai) should have a peak at zero and have low probability any-
where else. A suitable form of this prior distribution is introduced by Olshausen





where the coefficient β determines the shape of the prior distribution, S(ai) corre-
sponds to the sparse penalty, and Zβ is a normalizing constant.
In the generative model, L2 norm is used as sparse penalty. By substituting
L2 norm sparse penalty S(ai) = a
2
i into Eq.(20), the prior distribution P (ai) can











From the probabilistic perspective, sparse autoencoder is trained to make the
conditional distribution P (x | W, b) close to the input data distribution P ∗(x) by
choosing suitable weight matrix W and bias vector b. In order to make these two
distributions close, the KL divergence between distribution P (x | W, b) and P ∗(x)
is minimized. The KL divergence is shown in Eq.(22).











P ∗(x) log [P ∗(x)] dx−
∫
P ∗(x) log [P (x | W, b)] dx (22)
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Since distribution P ∗(x) is constant across our choice of weight matrix W and
bias vector b, the first term in Eq.(22) is constant. Therefore, minimizing the KL
divergence is equivalent to maximize < log [P (x | W, b)] > where < . > denotes
the expectation over input data.
In order to minimize the KL divergence, the distribution P (x | W, b) should
be estimated. However, in Eq.(17), the integral over a to obtain P (x | W, b) is
generally intractable. Fortunately, due to the sparse assumption of distribution
P (a), the shape of distribution P (a) has a peak at zero. Therefore, distribution
P (x, a | W, b) = P (x | a,W, b)P (a) has a fairly tightly peaked maximum. This
integral can be approximated by the maximum value of P (x, a | W, b) [94]. Then,











log [P (x | a,W, b)P (a)] > (23)
The next step is to substitute the conditional distribution P (x | a,W, b) and
prior distribution P (a) into log [P (x | a,W, b)P (a)] to get Eq.(24).











































In Eq.(24), the second term logZkβZ is a constant. In the first term,




i is the sparse
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penalty term. Therefore, the sparse hyperparameter λ equals to 2σ2β where σ2 is
the variance of the reconstruction error, and β is the coefficient determining the
shape of the prior distribution. Eq.(23) can be rewritten in the form of the cost
function as Eq.(25) where m denotes the number of samples in input data, and






























In Eq.(25), the first term is the reconstruction error, and the second term
is the sparse penalty term. The sparse hyperparameter λ should be determined
to balance the trade-off between the reconstruction error and the sparse penalty
term.
In order to determine the sparse hyperparameter, first of all, the relationship
between the sparse hyperparameter and the average activation of hidden units is
derived. This relationship is shown in Eq.(26)




where β is the coefficient determining the shape of the prior distribution. The
average activation ρi equals to the expectation of the sparse prior distribution
P (ai). Therefore, Eq.(26) can be used to estimate the average activation of hid-
den units. In addition, it provides an explicit guidance to determine the sparse
hyperparameter.
The relationship between the average activation and the coefficient β is shown
in Fig. 8. When β is small, the average activation is high, and hidden units become
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less sparse. When β is large, good sparsity can be obtained. However, the sparse
hyperparameter λ, which equals to 2σ2β, will become large. When we minimize
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Figure 8: Relationship between the average activation and the coefficient β.
Inspired by multi-objective optimization[95], in Fig. 8, a knee region is defined
from 8 to 16. When β is larger than 16, increasing β will benefit sparsity little.
When β is smaller than 8, decreasing β will worsen sparsity a lot. The knee region
is defined to make β as small as possible while obtaining good sparsity. Choosing
β inside the knee region balances the trade-off between the reconstruction error
and the sparsity. However, when β is chosen outside the knee region, it will result
in either large reconstruction error or high average activation.
In order to determine the sparse hyperparameter λ, which equals to 2σ2β,
β and σ2 should be determined. In Fig. 8, β is chosen from the center of the
knee region to balance the trade-off between the reconstruction error and the spar-
sity. The variance σ2 can be estimated during the training process. Specifically,
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experimental results show that, when β is chosen from the knee region, the stan-
dard deviation of sparse autoencoder increases about 20% in comparison with
the standard deviation of autoencoder without sparse penalty. Therefore, an au-
toencoder without sparse penalty is trained to estimate the standard deviation of
reconstruction error σ1. Then, the sparse hyperparameter can be determined by
λ = 2× (1.2σ1)2 β.
2.3.3 Experimental Results
This section will first evaluate the validity of the proposed approach in esti-
mating the average activation of hidden units. Then, the validity of the proposed
sparse hyperparameter determination method will be evaluated on MNIST dataset
[40].
Average activation estimation
The effectiveness of the proposed approach in estimating the average activa-
tion of hidden units is verified on MNIST dataset. The 28×28 input image is first
flattened into a vector. This vector will be fed into the sparse autoencoder, which
has 784 input units. The number of hidden units is selected as 169. The sparse
hyperparameter λ varies from 0.1 to 0.5 with step 0.1. After the training process,
the average activation of hidden units is calculated. This experimental average
activation is compared with the average activation calculated by Eq.(26) where β
equals to λ/2σ2.
The experimental result is shown in Table 7. When λ increases from 0.1 to
0.5, the average activation of hidden units decreases. Besides, the experimental
average activation matches the average activation calculated by Eq.(26) very well.
This experimental result demonstrates that Eq.(26) can effectively estimate the
average activation of hidden units.
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Table 7: Average activation of hidden units on MNIST dataset
λ Experimental activation β Activation calculated by Eq.(26)
0.1 0.2893 3.90 0.2859
0.2 0.2204 7.09 0.2120
0.3 0.1850 9.83 0.1800
0.4 0.1621 12.28 0.1610
0.5 0.1432 14.50 0.1482
Sparse hyperparameter determination
The effectiveness of the proposed method in determining the sparse hyper-
parameter is validated on MNIST dataset. MNIST dataset is divided into two
parts. Part I contains digits from 5 to 9 while Part II contains digits from 0 to 4.
Part I is used to train the sparse autoencoder to learn to extract features. It is
worth noting that Part I does not contain any labeling information, which means
that the training process is unsupervised. After this training process, the weight
matrix and bias vector of the sparse autoencoder are fixed. This trained sparse
autoencoder will be used as feature extractor. Then, the performance of the sparse
autoencoder in feature extraction is evaluated on Part II. Specifically, the sparse
autoencoder is used to extract features from the samples in Part II. Then, these
features are fed into a classifier. The samples in Part II are further divided into
training set and test set. The classifier is trained with the training set and evalu-
ated on the test set. The accuracy on the test set is used as the metric to evaluate
the performance of the sparse autoencoder in feature extracting. In other words, if
the sparse autoencoder can extract good features from the input data, it will result
in high accuracy. The size of the input image is 28×28, so the sparse autoencoder
has 784 input units. The number of hidden units is selected as 169.
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In order to determine the sparse hyperparameter, first of all, an autoencoder
without sparse penalty is trained to estimate the standard deviation of reconstruc-
tion error σ1, which equals to 0.1083. Then, β = 12 is chosen from the center of
the knee region in Fig. 8. Therefore, the sparse hyperparameter chosen by the
proposed method equals to 2 × (1.2× σ1)2 × β = 0.4054. In order to evaluate
the validity of the proposed method, some β are chosen outside the knee region.
Specifically, β1 = 8 and β2 = 16 are chosen from the edge of the knee region. Their
corresponding sparse hyperparameters are λ1 = 0.2702 and λ2 = 0.5405. Besides,
we choose β3 = 0, β4 = 4, and β5 = 20, which are outside the knee region. Their
corresponding sparse hyperparameters are λ3 = 0, λ4 = 0.1351, and λ5 = 0.6756.
Then, the sparse autoencoder is trained with these sparse hyperparameters to
extract features, respectively. Finally, these features are fed into the classifier.
Experimental results are shown in Table 8. The classification accuracy of
sparse autoencoder is better than that of autoencoder without sparse penalty.
When β increases from 0 to 12, the classification accuracy increases from 97.26%
to 98.01%. When β continues to increase from 12 to 20, the classification accuracy
decreases from 98.01% to 97.88%. In Table 8, β = 12 chosen by the proposed
method achieves the best accuracy. When β = 8 and β = 16 are chosen from the
edge of the knee region, the classification accuracy is close to the best accuracy.
This result demonstrates that the optimal β should be in the knee region, and the
optimal accuracy is close to 98.01%. When β is chosen from the knee region, the
sparse autoencoder can achieve good classification accuracy. However, when β is
chosen outside the knee region, the classification accuracy becomes worse.
Table 8 also shows that, when β = 12 is chosen from the knee region, the
standard deviation increase about 20% in comparison with the standard deviation
when β = 0.
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Table 8: Classification accuracy of sparse autoencoder with 169 hidden units.
β λ σ Classification accuracy
0 0 0.1083 97.26%
4 0.1351 0.1147 97.79%
8 0.2702 0.1224 97.96%
12 0.4054 0.1279 98.01%
16 0.5405 0.1329 98.00%
20 0.6756 0.1378 97.88%
Traditional sparse hyperparameter determination method [89] searches for a
suitable sparse hyperparameter within a large range. For example, in this ex-
periment, the sparse hyperparameter λ may be chosen from 0.1 to 1 with step
0.1. Therefore, the traditional method has to train 10 sparse autoencoders and
compare their classification performance. Then, the traditional method can find a
suitable sparse hyperparameter 0.4, but this searching process is time-consuming.
Moreover, in general, it is hard to determine the range and the step when choosing
the sparse hyperparameter. Therefore, it will take a long time to choose a suit-
able sparse hyperparameter. The advantage of the proposed method is that it can
directly determine a suitable sparse hyperparameter.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, features learned
by sparse autoencoder with different sparse hyperparameters are shown in Fig.
9. In Fig. 9a, autoencoder without sparse penalty learns unstructured features.
When the sparse constraint is imposed on autoencoder, sparse autoencoder can
learn structured features. However, when sparse hyperparameter is large, many
features become similar. Fig. 9d shows the features learned by the sparse autoen-
coder whose sparse hyperparameter is determined by the proposed method. These
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(a) λ = 0 (b) λ = 0.1351
(c) λ = 0.2702 (d) λ = 0.4054
(e) λ = 0.5405 (f) λ = 0.6756
Figure 9: Features learned by sparse autoencoder with 169 hidden units.
features are structured and have few similar features.
Fig. 10 shows the activation of hidden units when a sample from MNIST
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(a) Autoencoder (λ = 0)



















(b) Sparse autoencoder (λ = 0.4054)
Figure 10: Activation of hidden units in autoencoder and sparse autoencoder.
dataset is fed into autoencoder and sparse autoencoder. Fig. 10a shows the ac-
tivation of autoencoder hidden units. Most of these hidden units are active. In
Fig. 10b, when sparse penalty is introduced, most of the hidden units become in-
active. These results show that sparse autoencoder is effective in extracting sparse
features.
To further evaluate the validity of the proposed sparse hyperparameter de-
termination, I conduct the following experiments for sparse autoencoder with 196
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hidden units. First, an autoencoder is trained without sparse penalty. The stan-
dard deviation of the reconstruction error σ1 is 0.1058. Then, β = 12 is chosen
from the center of the knee region in Fig. 8. Therefore, the sparse hyperparameter
chosen by the proposed method equals to 2×(1.2× σ1)2×β = 0.3869. I also choose
some β outside the knee region as benchmark. Specifically, β1 = 8 and β2 = 16
are chosen from the edge of the knee region. Their corresponding sparse hyper-
parameters are λ1 = 0.2579 and λ2 = 0.5158. I also choose β3 = 0, β4 = 4, and
β5 = 20, which are outside the knee region. Their corresponding sparse hyperpa-
rameters are λ3 = 0, λ4 = 0.1290, and λ5 = 0.6448. Then, the sparse autoencoders
with these sparse hyperparameters are trained to extract features. Finally, these
features are fed into the classifier.
The experimental results are shown in Table 9. We can see that the classifi-
cation accuracy of sparse autoencoders is better than that of autoencoder without
sparse penalty. When β increases from 0 to 12, the classification accuracy increases
from 97.30% to 98.16%. When β continues to increase from 12 to 20, the classifi-
cation accuracy decreases from 98.16% to 97.92%. In Table 9, β = 12 chosen by
the proposed method achieves the best accuracy. When β = 8 and β = 16 are
chosen from the edge of the knee region, the classification accuracy is close to the
best accuracy. This result demonstrates that the optimal β should be in the knee
region, and the optimal accuracy is close to 98.16%. When β is chosen from the
knee region, the sparse autoencoder can achieve good classification accuracy. How-
ever, when β is chosen outside the knee region, the classification accuracy becomes
worse. Table 9 also shows that, when β = 12 is chosen from the knee region, the
standard deviation increase about 20% in comparison with the standard deviation
when β = 0.
Features learned by sparse autoencoder with different sparse hyperparameters
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Table 9: Classification accuracy of sparse autoencoder with 196 hidden units.
β λ σ Classification accuracy
0 0 0.1058 97.30%
4 0.1290 0.1128 97.90%
8 0.2579 0.1207 98.09%
12 0.3869 0.1265 98.16%
16 0.5158 0.1318 98.06%
20 0.6448 0.1364 97.92%
are shown in Fig. 11. In Fig. 11a, autoencoder without sparse penalty learns un-
structured features. When the sparse constraint is imposed on autoencoder, sparse
autoencoder can learn structured features. However, when sparse hyperparameter
is large, many features become similar. Fig. 11d shows the features learned by the
sparse autoencoder whose sparse hyperparameter is determined by the proposed
method. These features are structured and have few similar features.
2.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter has introduced supervised feature extractor for automatic feature
extraction, which is a crucial part for data-driven decision-making. The domain
shift problem for supervised feature extraction has been investigated. The experi-
mental results have shown that the performance of the supervised feature extractor
will deteriorate sharply because of the domain shift. To reduce the impact of do-
main shift, a domain adaptation method called OSFA has been proposed to align
the low-level features of the source domain and the target domain. The experi-
mental results have shown that with the proposed OSFA, the feature extractor can
be adapted between different domains. The experimental results on adapting from
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(a) λ = 0 (b) λ = 0.1290
(c) λ = 0.2579 (d) λ = 0.3869
(e) λ = 0.5158 (f) λ = 0.6448
Figure 11: Features learned by sparse autoencoder with 196 hidden units.
clear weather to foggy weather and adapting from synthetic images to real-world
images have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed OSFA. The ablation
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results have shown that compared to aligning high-level features, the proposed
low-level feature alignment is much more effective in domain shift reduction. In
addition, the ablation results have shown that the proposed OSFA can obtain good
domain adaptation results regardless of the choice of the target sample.
This chapter has also introduced unsupervised feature extractor, which does
not require any labeling information and therefore does not suffer from the domain
shift problem. A widely used unsupervised feature extractor, sparse autoencoder,
has been introduced. The sparse hyperparameter determination problem has been
investigated in this chapter. Unlike the previous works that use brute-force search
to select this hyperparameter, a generative model has been established to effi-
ciently determine the sparse hyperparameter. In addition, the generative model
can be used to analyze the relationship between the sparse hyperparameter and
the sparsity of the hidden units of sparse autoencoder. The experimental results
on MNIST dataset have shown that the proposed method is effective in estimating
the average activation of hidden units and determining the sparse hyperparame-
ter. With the proposed sparse hyperparameter determination method, the sparse
autoencoder can extract structured features.
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CHAPTER 3
Heterogeneous Data Fusion for Decision-Making
3.1 Chapter Overview
Real-world decision-making generally needs to understand and process data
from different sources. These heterogeneous data have different types and formats.
Therefore, after automatic feature extraction, the next important step is to prop-
erly fuse these data to support the decision-making process. Heterogeneous data
fusion is a crucial part for data-driven decision-making. It generally contains three
major steps. The first step is to refine the features according to their correlation.
In other words, this step will keep the highly correlated features and discard the
irrelevant features. Then, these features should be properly normalized and trans-
formed from different sources into a common feature space. Finally, suitable fusion
operation should be designed for effective feature fusion.
This chapter will introduce how to fuse image and natural language. Image
is a kind of spatial-correlated data while natural language is a kind of time-series
data. These two types of data are commonly used in data-driven decision-making.
In addition, many other types of data can be processed either as spatial-correlated
data or as time-series data. Therefore, it is of great importance to develop fusion
techniques for these two types of data. The developed fusion techniques can also
benefit the fusion of other types of data. The performance of the data fusion tech-
nique is validated in a data-driven decision-making task, visual question answering
(VQA). The main contributions are twofold. First, an attention network is used to
capture the correlation between different types of data and refine the input data
according to the correlation. Second, a hierarchical fusion network is developed to
transform the input data into a common feature space and effectively fuse them.
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3.2 Background and Related Works
In recent years, image and natural language fusion has attracted wide atten-
tion from researchers. For example, inspired by image captioning model, Neural-
Image-QA [96] and VIS+LSTM [97] are proposed for image and natural language
fusion. In these works, image features extracted by CNN are treated as the starting
word of the question. Then, the image features and the question are fused in an
LSTM network. In a similar work, the ACK model in [98] is proposed in similar to
the VIS+LSTM model, except that it uses image captions, image attributes, and
relevant external knowledge as the input to the LSTM network. Although these
models provide some new ideas for image and natural language fusion, LSTM
network has very limited fusion capability.
To effectively fuse image features with question features, researchers incorpo-
rate the spatial attention mechanism [99, 100, 101]. For instance, Chen et al [99]
propose a configurable convolution operation to find which part of the image is
related to the question. The kernels of this convolution operation are determined
by the input question, which means this model needs to generate different kernels
for different questions. Xu et al [100] further propose a spatial memory network
for heterogeneous data fusion. This model uses CNN to extract image features
and bag-of-words model to extract question features. The spatial attention matrix
is calculated by dot product of the image features and the question features. It
can automatically determine which image region is related to the input question.
This model achieves promising performance, however, one limitation is that the
bag-of-words model cannot capture the semantic representations of the question.
To overcome this limitation, the SAN model in [101] uses LSTM network to ex-
tract these semantic representations. The spatial attention matrix is calculated
by adding the image features with the question features. This attention process is
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repeated twice to improve the performance.
Inspired by the recent progresses in natural language processing, Andreas et
al [102] decomposed each question into their linguistic substructures which are
processed by module networks. These module networks determine which image
regions are related to the input question. Similar to [102], the D-NMN model
in [103] uses module network to process the linguistic substructure. In addition,
a learned syntactic analysis is used to assemble a collection of module networks
into a deep neural network to generate the answer. While these approaches have
shown promising results, one limitation is that they require hand-crafted module
networks, which are unsuitable to handle a large number of questions in real-world
scenario.
The effectiveness of models in fusing image and natural language is verified in
a data-driven decision-making task, VQA. For VQA task, the input consists of an




p (a | V, q; θ) (27)
where Ω is a set of possible answers, and θ is the parameters of the model. The
model needs to generate an answer to the question by effectively fusing the image
and the question. An example of the VQA task is shown in Fig. 12 [104]. In
order to correctly answer this question, the model needs to fuse the image and
question to recognize people and detect the number of people in the image. As a
task involving heterogeneous data, in general, VQA task is much more challenging
than those tasks only involving single type of data.
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Question: How many people are in the photo?
Answer: 2
Figure 12: An example for the VQA task.
3.3 Feature Fusion for Heterogeneous Data
To effectively fuse image and natural language and support the decision-
making process in VQA task, a deep neural network-based model called AnswerNet
is proposed [60]. The overall architecture of the proposed AnswerNet is shown in
Fig. 13. It has three major parts: feature extraction, feature fusion, and answer
generation.
Answer Generation
LSTM LSTM LSTM LSTM
Wq Wq Wq Wq



















Figure 13: Overall architecture of the proposed AnswerNet.
Before feature fusion, the first step is to extract high-level features from the
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image and question. In AnswerNet, discriminative image features are extracted by
a state-of-the-art CNN, Deep Residual Net [45]. Before feeding the image into the
Deep Residual Net, it is resized into 224 × 224. The output of the Deep Residual
Net has 2048 feature maps whose dimension is 7×7. These features are normalized













where V denotes the images features extracted by Deep Residual Net; V ∗ represents
the normalized image features; ε is a small value to avoid dividing by zero. For the
question features, the semantic information of the question is extracted by LSTM
network, and the term frequencies of distinct words are captured by bag-of-words
model. After feature fusion, the fused features will be fed into a softmax layer to
predict the answer from a set of answer candidates.
Actually, feature fusion is the most important part for this data-driven
decision-making task. It contains two networks: attention network and fusion
network.
3.3.1 Attention Network
Since the image contains rich information and many different objects, atten-
tion network is designed to refine the image features according to the question.
Specifically, the attention network is used to keep the image features that are rel-
evant to the question and discard the irrelevant features. The architecture of the
attention network is shown in Fig. 14.
In Fig. 14, if we divide the input image into 7 × 7 grid, then each slice of
the image will correspond to a unit on the feature map. The goal of the attention
network is to determine which slices are relevant to the question. In the attention

















Q1: What color is this man's snowboard?
Q2: What is on every roof?
Q5: What holiday is it?
Q6: How many tiers are on the cake?
Q3: What color is the photo?
Q4: How many children does this couple have?
Q7: What color is the napkin?
Q8: What fruit is on the table?
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Figure 14: Architecture of the attention network.
features. The correlation between the question and each slice of the image is
calculated by Hadamard product, which is element-wise multiplication operation
for tensors. In the attention network, two convolutional layers are first used to
extract the spatial relationship from different units on the feature map. For the
first convolutional layer, the kernel size is 1, and the number of kernels is 512. For
the second convolutional layer, the kernel size is 1, and the number of kernels is 1.







where Si,j denotes the unit on the output of the second convolutional layer at
position (i, j); Wi,j represents the attention weight. The dimension of the attention
weights is also 7× 7. Each weight corresponds to a slice in the input image. Large
weight means that this slice is relevant to the question.












where V ∗ represents the image features; (i, j) denotes the position of the unit on
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the feature map of image features; k is the index for the feature map; V
′
represents
the refined image features.
3.3.2 Fusion Network
In order to effectively fuse the image features and question features, a hierar-
chical fusion network is proposed. The architecture of the fusion network is shown
in Fig. 15, where QL represents the question features extracted by LSTM network;
QB denotes the question features extracted by bag-of-words model; V
′
represents
the refined image features. The motivation of the hierarchical fusion network is
based on the observation that different regions of the image could represent useful
information in answering certain types of the questions. Therefore, a hierarchical
structure is designed to fuse the features at multiple levels for effective feature in-
tegration. Let’s consider a simplified example, if the given question is “how many
people are in the photo,” the objective of the first layer is to combine the features
to identify the people in the image. Then, the second layer will further analyze
the number of the identified people.
In the first layer of the fusion network, the combination of a learnable trans-
formation and a non-linear tanh function is used to transform the features into a
common feature space to facilitate the feature fusion. Specifically, for the question
features, the transformations are shown in Eq. (31) and Eq. (32).
QTL = tanh (WQL ·QL + bQL) (31)
QTB = tanh (WQB ·QB + bQB) (32)
where QTL and QTB denote the transformed question features, respectively. In Eq.
(31) and Eq. (32), WQL, WQB, bQL, and bQB are the weights matrix and the bias
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Figure 15: Architecture of the hierarchical fusion network.











where VT denotes the transformed image features; WV and bV are the weights
matrix and the bias vector for the learnable transformation, respectively.
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After the feature transformation, instead of using single fusion operation,
multi-head fusion operation is proposed for effective feature fusion. Specifically,
the transformed features are fused by element-wise multiplication and element-wise
summation, respectively. The combination of these two operations makes sure that
we can effectively fuse the image features and the question features.
Eq. (34) and Eq. (35) show how to use element-wise multiplication to fuse the
transformed question features QTL and QTB with the transformed image features
VT .
FML = VT QTL (34)
FMB = VT QTB (35)
where FML and FMB denote the fused features, and  represents the element-wise
multiplication operation.
Similarly, Eq. (36) and Eq. (37) show how to use element-wise summation to
fuse the transformed question features QTL and QTB with the transformed image
features VT .
FAL = VT ⊕QTL (36)
FAB = VT ⊕QTB (37)
where FAL and FAB denote the refined features, and ⊕ represents the element-wise
summation operation.
Since question features are very important for the question answering, I pro-
vide a shortcut connection for the transformed question features, which is denoted
as QTL. With these fused features FML, FAL, FMB, FAB, and QTL, I use signed
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square root and L2 normalization to normalize them. Then, these features are
combined by concatenation as as
H1 = QTL ‖ FML ‖ FAL ‖ FMB ‖ FAB (38)
where H1 denotes the concatenated features, and ‖ represents the concatenation
operation. These concatenated features are treated as the question features of the
second layer.
In the second layer of the fusion network, the feature fusion techniques are
similar to those in the first layer. The image features and the question features
are transformed into a common feature space by the combination of a learnable
transformation and a non-linear tanh function. Then, the transformed question
features are fused with the transformed image features by element-wise multipli-
cation and element-wise addition, respectively. Then, these fused features and the
shortcut question features are normalized by signed square root and L2 normal-
ization. Finally, these features are combined by concatenation.
3.4 Experimental Results
In this section, several experiments are conducted to verify the effectiveness
of the proposed heterogeneous data fusion model for data-driven decision-making.
This section will first introduce the experimental setup, including the VQA dataset,
the implementation details of the proposed model, and preprocessing of image and
question. Then, the proposed model will be evaluated and compared with other
related works on the VQA dataset.
3.4.1 Experimental Setup
The proposed model is evaluate on VQA dataset [104], which is a large-scale
dataset for VQA task. It has 123,287 training images and 81,434 test images from
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Microsoft Common Objects in Context (MS COCO) dataset [105]. The images in
MS COCO dataset contain multiple objects and rich information. Therefore, they
are suitable for VQA task. In VQA dataset, each image has three questions, and
there are 614,163 questions in total. These questions are collected via Amazon
Mechanical Turk where workers are shown an image and are requested to ask
a question about this image. These questions can be grouped into three types,
including “Yes/No” question (e.g., Is this baseball player holding a wooden bat? ),
“Number” question (e.g., How many children does this couple have?), and “Other”
question (i.e., the question could be anything, such as “Where does this road lead
to?” and “What color is this man’s snowboard?”). Most questions range from 4
to 10 words, and the maximum length of the question is 26. Since the questions
in VQA dataset have a diverse set of possible answers, 10 answers are gathered for
each question from unique workers via Amazon Mechanical Turk. Most of these
answers consist of a single word, and the percentages of these answers containing
one, two, or three words are 89.32%, 6.91%, and 2.74%, respectively. An answer
is correct when at least three workers provide that answer.
Before the training process, image features are extracted by a pre-trained Deep
Residual Net. To reduce the training time, the image features are pre-calculated
and stored. During the training process, these image features are loaded into the
memory.
Before extracting question features, questions are preprocessed such that they
can be processed by machines. There are four major steps. First, the top 3000
answers are obtained from the training set. Then, the questions in the training
set are filtered according to these top answers. Specifically, if the answer of one
question is not in the top answers, this question will be removed from the training
set. The top 3000 answers cover about 92% of all the questions. Then, the question
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is tokenized to get the words. Finally, a vocabulary is built for these words. The
size of the vocabulary is 14007, including one unknown token. During the test,
if the word does not exist in the vocabulary, it will be replaced by this unknown
token.
For the fusion network, the dimension of the transformed features is 1024.
For the softmax layer, the top 3000 most frequent answers are selected as answer
candidates. The proposed model is optimized by RMSprop gradient descent op-
timization algorithm with mini-batch of 500 samples. In order to alleviate the
overfitting problem, dropout [106] is used.
3.4.2 Evaluation Results on VQA Dataset
The proposed AnswerNet has obtained impressive results in generating an-
swers to different types of questions based on the input image. For instance,
Fig. 16 shows a few snapshots of the generated answers for different images and
questions in the VQA dataset [104]. These results demonstrate that AnswerNet
can correctly answer different types of questions which require different semantic
understanding.
To provide quantified evaluation of AnswerNet, this section further evaluates
and compares the accuracy of AnswerNet with some related works on the test
set server organized by VQA team. This server consists of test-dev and test-
standard. Test-dev has unlimited submission times while the submission times of
test-standard is limited to 5.
The evaluation results on VQA test-dev are shown in Table 10. These models
are trained on train+val set without any data augmentation. The overall accuracy
of AnswerNet is 64.5%, which outperforms these related works. The accuracy for
the three different types of questions are 82.9%, 39.0%, and 54.5%, respectively. As
we can see, AnswerNet performs really well on the “Yes/No” questions, however,
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Q: What color is the napkin?
AnswerNet: red
Q: What fruit is on the table?
AnswerNet: apple
Q: What color is this man's snowboard?
AnswerNet: blue
Q: What is on every roof?
AnswerNet: snow
Q: Is this a military ceremony?
AnswerNet: yes
Q: What are the men cutting?
AnswerNet: cake
Q: What color is the photo?
AnswerNet: black and white
Q: How many children does this couple have?
AnswerNet: 2
Q: What kind of vehicle is this?
AnswerNet: truck
Q: What color is this truck?
AnswerNet: white
Q: What holiday is it?
AnswerNet: christmas
Q: How many tiers are on the cake?
AnswerNet: 3
Q: Where does this road lead to?
AnswerNet: mountains
Q: What kind of trees are beside the road?
AnswerNet: pine
Q: What sport is this?
AnswerNet: baseball
Q: Is this baseball player holding a wooden bat?
AnswerNet: yes
Figure 16: Snapshots of the generated answers.
it has difficulty in counting numbers.
The performance of AnswerNet is also evaluated on VQA test-standard, and
the evaluation results are presented in Table 11. The overall accuracy of AnswerNet
is 64.5%, with 82.8% in “Yes/No”, 38.6% in “Number”, and 54.4% in “Other”. As
we can see, AnswerNet outperforms these related works. These results demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed AnswerNet.
It is worth noting that, in VQA dataset, language provides a strong prior that
can result in good superficial performance. For example, for the question starting
with “Is there a clock?”, 98% of the answers will be “yes”. For the question starting
with “what sport is?”, 41% of the answers will be tennis. These language priors
can give a false impression that machines are making progress towards the goal
of understanding images correctly. Actually, they are only taking advantage of
language priors to achieve high accuracy.
To balance the original VQA dataset, researchers collect complementary im-
ages such that every question in the balanced dataset is associated with not just a
single image, but rather a pair of similar images. These images will result in two
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Table 10: Evaluation results on VQA test-dev.
Model All Yes/No Number Other
LSTM Q + I [104] 53.74 78.94 35.24 36.42
deeper LSTM Q + I [104] 57.75 80.50 36.77 43.08
iBOWIMG [107] 55.72 76.55 35.03 42.62
DPPnet [108] 57.22 80.71 37.24 41.69
SMN [100] 57.99 80.87 37.32 43.12
Ask Your Neurons [109] 58.4 78.4 36.4 46.3
NMN + LSTM + FT [102] 58.60 81.20 38.00 44.00
SAN [101] 58.70 79.30 36.60 46.10
ACK + LSTM [98] 59.17 81.01 38.42 45.23
D-NMN [103] 59.40 81.10 38.60 45.50
HieCoAtt [110] 61.8 79.7 38.7 51.7
RAU [111] 63.3 81.9 39.0 53.0
MCB + Att [112] 64.2 82.2 37.7 54.8
DAN [113] 64.3 83.0 39.1 53.9
AnswerNet 64.5 82.9 39.0 54.5
different answers to the question.
AnswerNet is further evaluated on this balanced dataset, VQA2 [114]. It has
approximately twice the number of image-question pairs. The evaluation results
on VQA2 test-standard are shown in Table 12. The overall accuracy of AnswerNet
on VQA2 test-standard is 62.36% which is better than the performance of the
baselines reported in [114]. These results verify the effectiveness of the proposed
AnswerNet.
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Table 11: Evaluation results on VQA test-standard.
Model All Yes/No Number Other
LSTM Q + I [104] 54.06 79.01 35.55 36.80
deeper LSTM Q + I [104] 58.16 80.56 36.53 43.73
iBOWIMG [107] 55.89 76.76 34.98 42.62
DPPnet [108] 57.36 80.28 36.92 42.24
SMN [100] 58.24 80.80 37.53 43.48
Ask Your Neurons [109] 58.4 78.2 36.3 46.3
NMN + LSTM + FT [102] 58.70 - - -
SAN [101] 58.90 - - -
D-NMN [103] 59.40 - - -
ACK + LSTM [98] 59.44 81.07 37.12 45.83
HieCoAtt [110] 62.1 - - -
RAU [111] 63.2 81.7 38.2 52.8
DAN [113] 64.2 82.8 38.1 54.0
AnswerNet 64.5 82.8 38.6 54.4
3.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter has investigated heterogeneous data fusion, which is an impor-
tant part for data-driven decision-making. Two types of data, image and natural
language, have been considered in this chapter. To effective fuse these two types of
data, an attention network has been designed to measure the correlation between
the input data. The image features have been refined according to their correla-
tion to the question. Then, a hierarchical fusion network has been proposed to
effectively fuse the refined image features and question features at multiple lev-
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Table 12: Evaluation results on VQA2 test-standard.
Model All Yes/No Number Other
Prior [114] 25.98 61.20 00.36 01.17
Language-only [114] 44.26 67.01 31.55 27.37
d-LSTM+n-I [104] 54.22 73.46 35.18 41.83
MCB + Att [112] 62.27 78.82 38.28 53.36
AnswerNet 62.36 79.16 40.17 52.81
els. In the fusion network, unlike previous works that use single fusion operation,
multi-head fusion has been proposed for effective feature fusion. The experimental
results on VQA dataset have shown that the proposed heterogeneous data fusion
model outperforms the benchmark solutions.
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CHAPTER 4
Data-Driven Decision-Making for Robot-Assisted Pedestrian
Regulation
4.1 Chapter Overview
After automatic feature extraction and heterogeneous data fusion, we can
extract insights from the data to support the decision-making process. In this
chapter, a data-driven decision-making framework based on deep reinforcement
learning (DRL) is designed to solve an important problem, robot-assisted pedes-
trian regulation. Pedestrian regulation can prevent crowd accidents in densely
populated areas thus improve crowd safety. To solve this problem, mobile robot is
introduced to regulate pedestrian flows for desired collective motion through the
effect of passive human-robot interaction (HRI). The aim is to find the optimal
robot motion planner that maneuvers the robot to the best positions that achieves
maximum pedestrian outflow. In this chapter, a data-driven control scheme that
directly maps from raw image observation to robot control actions is proposed.
This chapter will first introduce the background and related works for robot-
assisted pedestrian regulation. Then, this problem will be formulated as a robot
motion planning problem such that it can be solved with the proposed data-driven
framework. Then, the details of the proposed data-driven framework based on DRL
will be presented. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed framework will be val-
idated under different pedestrian flow scenarios. The contributions are twofold.
First, the formulated robot motion planning problem provides a new way to use
HRI to optimize pedestrian flows. Second, the proposed data-driven framework
achieves end-to-end robot motion planning from sensor image data to robot motion
decisions. Compared with traditional methods such as adaptive dynamic program-
ming (ADP), the proposed data-driven framework avoids hand-picking features and
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utilizes CNN to learn discriminative features to achieve optimal performance.
4.2 Background and Related Works
Developing pedestrian crowd regulation approaches can help to avoid crowd
accidents in densely-populated areas and for emergency evacuation. Existing work
on pedestrian crowd regulation includes studies from the perspective of evacuation
planning [115, 116, 117] and optimal design of facilities to improve pedestrian flows
[118, 119, 120]. It was recently proposed to introduce mobile robots to influence
the collective motion of pedestrian crowd through HRI [121, 122, 123, 124]. Stud-
ies have been reported on robot-assisted pedestrian regulation in scenarios such
as crossing pedestrian flows [121], and uni-directional pedestrian flow in an exit
corridor [122, 124].
4.2.1 Human-Robot Interaction
It has been found that human motion behavior can be implicitly influenced by
passive HRI [123, 121, 124, 125], namely, the robot moves in a planned motion and
the humans adjust their motion to avoid collision to the robot. In this manner,
human collective motion can be modified with a moving robot that dynamically
interacts with humans. The effect of passive HRI has been utilized for pedestrian
regulation, where desired pedestrian collective motion was achieved with optimized
robot motion. The work presented in [123] studied the effect of deploying mobile
robots to affect crowd dynamics, and showed that the flow efficiency was improved
with appropriately-designed robot maneuver and formation patterns. The work
shed light on how to utilize passive HRI for controlling and optimizing pedestrian
flows. Yamamotoa et al. analyzed the characteristics of passive HRI in a crossing
pedestrian flows scenario in [121], and the results were used to find optimal robot
motion that can reduce congestion in crossing flows. In [124], Jiang et al. proposed
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to regulate the average velocity of an uni-directional pedestrian flow with a robot
moving perpendicularly to the flow direction. Due to the effect of passive HRI,
the deployed robot behaves as a “virtual gate” that slows down the flow velocity
around the robot, and the average flow velocity can be regulated to a desired value
by adjusting the robot velocity. A robot motion control algorithm is designed
based on ADP to provide adjustable robot motion online therein.
4.2.2 Reinforcement Learning for Robot Control
In the past two decades, robot planning and control with RL has attracted
considerable attention from researchers [126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132]. Beom
et al. [126] studied robot navigation in uncertain environments by utilizing RL
and fuzzy logic. Asada et al. [127] applied a RL framework to train a soccer
robot with a look-up table. In these applications, the control policy was learned
without the model of the environment. However, the proposed learning algorithms
deal with discretized state and action space, thus not applicable to problems with
continuous or high-dimensional state and action space. In order to overcome this
drawback, neural network techniques were developed to handle continuous or high-
dimensional input in robotics RL. For instance, Gaskett et al. [128] exploited a
three-layer perceptron to learn the wandering and visual servoing under continuous
state and action space. In [129], a fuzzy neural network enabled the robot to learn
basic navigation under a changing environment. However, these approaches used
shallow neural networks that have a limited capability of representation learning
[130], thus operate on hand-engineered features which require in-depth domain
knowledge.
The bloom of DRL techniques [50, 55, 133, 134] has inspired the development
of new methodologies for robot planning and control. Chen et al. [135] reported a
robot motion planner for decentralized collision avoidance in human environment.
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A DRL algorithm was developed to solve the collision avoidance problem. The
algorithm was fed with manually-designed features, including the positions and
velocities of the robot and other agents. The representation learning capability of
deep learning enables robot controllers to operate directly on raw sensory inputs.
Various end-to-end leaning approaches have been successfully applied in mobile
robot navigation and localization. Tai et al. [136] developed a mapless motion
planner that only takes the sparse laser rangefinder measurements and the target
position as input. The motion planner was trained through DRL without prior
demonstrations and manually-designed features. In addition of laser rangefinders,
image-based visual observations were used as input to end-to-end motion plan-
ners. To name a few, Zhang et al. [137] proposed a successor-feature-based DRL
approach to conduct the navigation task in simple maze-like environment by us-
ing depth images from a Kinect sensor. In [138], a visual navigation problem
was studied, where a robot navigated in an indoor environment using only visual
observation without a map. A DNN was developed and trained to model the end-
to-end robot’s policy that generated robot motion action directly from a given
visual input.
Although DRL has achieved encouraging progress in robotics, its applications
in social navigation where a robot influences human behaviors have not been ex-
tensively reported. Recent studies [139, 140] has used RL for pedestrian simulation
and show that RL is capable of learning human behaviors. This chapter will ex-
plore applying DRL to a cutting edge robotic application, namely, learning HRI for
robot-assisted pedestrian regulation. This chapter follows the idea of data-driven
for robot motion planning, and develops a novel DNN-based method to learn a




Inspired by the empirical study [141] of a real-world crowd stampede incident
that caused significant casualties in Mina/Makkah in 2006, this chapter will focus
on the pedestrian regulation in an environment where two pedestrian flows merge
from different directions going through a bottleneck area. Understanding the com-
plex merging behavior of pedestrian flows is of profound practical importance to
avoid such pedestrian crowd incidents, thus studies have been conducted to find
out the underlying causes and seek for solutions [141, 142, 143, 144].
This chapter will study the optimal motion planner for the robot to move to
the best positions that maximize the pedestrian outflow. Specifically, the environ-
ment setup is shown in Fig. 17. Two pedestrian flows A and B merge before the
corridor and move toward the exit. The amount of instantaneous inflow A and
inflow B are represented by q1 and q2, respectively. The entrance of the corridor
becomes a bottleneck when the merged flow exceeds the capacity of the exit cor-
ridor. The aim is to prevent this congestion using a moving robot through HRI,
so that the pedestrian outflow from the corridor can be maximized. In Fig. 17,
the robot workspace is represented by a green dashed rectangle, and the outflow is
denoted as qt, which is defined as the number of pedestrians passing through the
exit at time step t.
A finite Markov Decision Process (MDP) with discrete time step t =
{1, 2, . . . , T} is used to formulate our robot motion planning problem. MDP pro-
vides a mathematical architecture to model a sequential decision-making process.
An MDP is defined as the five-tuple (X,U ,P (·, ·), q(·, ·), γ), where X represents
the observation space of the system, U denotes a set of permissible actions, P (·, ·)
represents the observation transition model, q(·, ·) is the immediate reward, and
γ denotes a discount factor. The robot motion planning problem is defined using
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Figure 17: The merging pedestrian flows scenario.
these five elements as follows.
Observation space
The observation xt is the image of the pedestrians in the environment at time
step t. It not only contains the positions of the pedestrians, but also shows other
features about the pedestrians that are essential for the robot motion planner, such
as density.
Action space
In the formulation, the robot workspace is discretized as a regular grid. The
robot moves on the grid points. The action space U contains four permissible
directions of the robot motion decision ut, i.e., “up”, “down”, “right”, and “left”,
in the grid-based map defined in the robot’s workspace.
Observation transition
The transition from observation xt to the next observation xt+1 is defined as
xt+1 = f (xt,ut) . (39)
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The robot position is updated according to the robot motion decision ut. Then,
the robot influences the pedestrian motion through HRI, and the system observa-
tion transits from xt to xt+1. It is challenging to model the accurate observation
transition function for pedestrians because the HRI and the human motion are ex-
ceedingly complex. In this chapter, a data-driven approach is proposed to provide
control action.
Reward
The reward is the instantaneous outflow qt which is the number of pedestrians
passing through the exit at time step t.
In this formulation, an action-value function, Qπ(x,u), is defined to assess
the performance of taking a motion decision u when given an observation x under
a robot motion planning policy π. This policy maps from each system observation
to the probability of taking the robot motion decision. Qπ(x,u) is defined below
as the expected sum of rewards starting from observation x, taking the motion






∣∣∣∣∣xt = x,ut = u
]
, (40)
where K represents the number of future time steps, Eπ[.] denotes the expected
value given that the robot follows policy π, and γ balances the importance between
the future rewards and the immediate reward. In this chapter, γ is set to 1, which
means the future rewards have the same importance as the immediate reward.
Since qt is the instantaneous outflow, Qπ(x,u) is equivalent to the accumulated
outflow in the horizon of K time steps.
The objective of the robot motion planning problem is to determine the optimal
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where Q∗(x,u) represents the optimal action-value function.
Thus, following the optimal policy π∗ and starting from an arbitrary initial
observation x1, we can maximize the number of pedestrians passing through the
exit in the horizon of K time steps, i.e., Q∗(x1,u) = max
∑K
k=0 qk+1.
4.4 Data-Driven Robot Motion Control
Traditional approaches rely on feature extraction that is designed with ex-
perience. This feature engineering process may neglect some important features
since finding all useful features requires thorough insight into the problem. These
features, however, can be easily observed in the images of the environment, which
have rich information of state of the robot and the pedestrians. Also, for tradi-
tional methods, it is challenging to find optimal robot motion policy π∗ using high
dimensional images. To tackle these challenges, a data-driven framework based on
DRL is proposed [61].
4.4.1 Overall Architecture
The overall framework of the proposed data-driven robot motion control for
pedestrian regulation is illustrated in Fig. 18. A simulated environment is used to
validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. The image of the simulated
environment is passed into a DNN to approximate the action-value of robot motion
decision u. The decision ui with the highest action-value is selected for the robot.
It is worth noting that the proposed data-driven approach can directly learn the
optimal robot motion control policy from the image.
The architecture of the DNN shown in Fig. 18 consists of a CNN and a Q



























Figure 18: The overall framework of the proposed data-driven robot motion control
for pedestrian regulation.
A two-layer CNN is implemented to extract discriminative features from the
image to facilitate the robot motion planning process. The convolutional layers
(Conv 1 and Conv 2 in Fig. 18) have several feature maps which are represented by
green and blue squares in the figure. The feature map in Conv 1 layer is obtained
by applying a convolution operation to the input image. Similarly, the feature map
in Conv2 layer is obtained by applying convolution operation to the Conv1 layer.
Then, these feature maps are flattened into a vector, d.
The features extracted by the CNN are fed into the Q network, a three-layer
fully-connected neural network. This type of neural network with a finite number
of hidden units can uniformly approximate continuous functions [145]. The value
of hidden unit can be calculated as
h = g (Wh ∗ d+ bh) , (42)
where Wh and bh represent the weights and the bias, respectively. Then, the
hidden layer is connected with the output layer. The value of the output unit
is the estimation of the action-value for robot motion decision u when given the
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input observation x, i.e.,
Q (x,u) = g (Wo ∗ h+ bo) (43)
where Wo and bo represent the weights and the bias, respectively. Finally,
the robot motion decision with the largest action-value is outputted, i.e., u =
argmaxu∈U Q (x,u).
4.4.2 Training Process
Algorithm 1 illustrates how to train the proposed model according to double
Q-learning [146]. The input of Algorithm 1 is the image observation x and the
reward q, respectively. Its output is the DNN’s parameters θ. Parameters θ include
the weights and bias of the CNN and the Q network.
In Algorithm 1, the DNN in Fig. 18 is referred to as the main DNN. In
line 1, the main DNN’s parameters θ are randomly initialized. Then, a target
DNN is initialized, and its parameters θ̄ are cloned from the parameters of the
main DNN. In the outer loop starting from line 3, the parameters θ are iteratively
updated through N epoches. At the beginning of each epoch, the environment is
initialized, i.e., the pedestrian and the robot positions are initialized. Then, the
initial image observation x1 is obtained. In the inner loop starting from line 5, the
environment evolves for T time steps. At each time step, from line 6 to line 11,
an ε-greedy search method [52] is applied to choose the action ut. Specifically, a
random number c is generated from a uniform distribution on the interval (0, 1).
If c is larger than a constant ε, the action ut is generated by the main DNN in Fig.
18. Otherwise, the action ut is randomly chosen from the action set U . After that,
in line 12, the robot position is updated according to the action ut; the reward
qt (instantaneous outflow) is observed; and a new observation xt+1 is obtained.
Then, in line 13, the experience tuple (xt,ut, qt,xt+1) is stored in a buffer B. From
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Algorithm 1 Training of Deep Neural Network
Input: Image observation x and reward q
Output: DNN’s parameters θ
1: Randomly initialize main DNN’s parameters θ.
2: Initialize a target DNN with parameters θ̄ = θ.
3: for Epoch=1:N do
4: Initialize the environment and obtain observation x1.
5: for Time step t = 1:T do
6: Sample c from a uniform distribution U(0, 1).
7: if c > ε then
8: Obtain ut from the main DNN.
9: else
10: Randomly select ut from the action set U .
11: end if
12: Update robot position pt, observe reward qt, and obtain the next image
observation xt+1.
13: Store the tuple (xt,ut, qt,xt+1) in buffer B.
14: Randomly sample a batch of tuples {(xj,uj, qj,xj+1)}Dj=1 from B.
15: yj ←− qj + γQ
(
xj+1, argmaxuQ (xj+1,u; θt) ; θ̄
)
.




j=1 [yj −Q (xj,uj; θt)]
2 .
17: Update parameters θt+1 = θt − η5θt L (θt)
18: Every S steps reset θ̄ = θ.
19: end for
20: end for
line 14 to line 17, the main DNN’s parameters θ are optimized. Specifically, in line
14, a batch of tuples {(xj,uj, qj,xj+1)}Dj=1 are randomly sampled from the buffer
B. With these tuples, in line 15, the target action-value yj is calculated as




Q (xj+1,u; θt) ; θ̄
)
. (44)






[yj −Q (xj,uj; θt)]2 , (45)
which is the mean squared error between the target action-value yj and the action-
value Q (xj ,uj ; θt) estimated by the main DNN. Then, the loss function is mini-
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mized by updating the main DNN’s parameters θ according to gradient descent
rule, i.e., θt+1 = θt−η5θtL (θt), where η denotes the learning rate and 5θtL (θt) is
the gradient of the loss function. Then, at every S steps, the target DNN’s param-
eters are reset as θ̄ = θ. After the training process, the main DNN’s parameters θ
will be outputted for the online robot motion planner deployment.
During the training process, Adam optimizer is used to minimize the loss
function by updating the parameters of DNN. The learning rate is set as 0.0001.
The exponential decay rates for the first and the second moment estimates are set
as 0.9 and 0.999, respectively. The rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function
is used in the DNN. The size of the mini-batch is 32.
4.4.3 Online Deployment
After the training process in Algorithm 1, the parameters of the DNN will be
fixed for the online robot motion planner deployment.
The deployment algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2. Its input is the
images of the simulated environment, and its output is the robot motion deci-
sions. In line 1 of Algorithm 2, I first load the DNN’s parameters θ trained by
Algorithm 1. Then, the robot position p0 can be initialized as any position in
the robot workspace. In the loop starting from line 3, the robot is controlled by
the DNN to regulate the pedestrians for T time steps. The image of the environ-
ment is obtained from the simulated environment. Then, this image is fed into
the CNN to extract discriminative image features. After that, in line 6, these
features are fed into the Q network to calculate action-value Q (xt,u; θ) for all
permissible robot motion decisions. Then, in line 7, the decision ut is selected as
ut = argmaxu∈U Q (xt,u; θ) . Finally, ut is outputted to the robot.
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Algorithm 2 Robot Motion Planning
Input: Images of the environment
Output: Robot motion decisions u1:T
1: Load the DNN’s parameters θ trained by Algorithm 1.
2: Initialize robot position p0.
3: for Time step t = 1:T do
4: Obtain the image of the environment xt.
5: CNN extracts features from the image.
6: Q network calculates action-value Q (xt,u; θ).
7: ut ←− argmaxu∈U Q (xt,u; θ)
8: Output robot motion decision ut.
9: end for
4.5 Experimental Results
The effectiveness of the proposed data-driven robot motion control is verified
through the simulation experiments. This section will first introduce the simu-
lation setup, and then present the HRI characteristic results which serve as the
ground-truth for algorithm validation. After that, the performance of the proposed
approach will be evaluated with different robot initial positions and pedestrian in-
flow conditions. The performance will also be evaluated under the scenario where
the pedestrian inflow changes. Finally, this section will visualize the hidden fea-
tures extracted by the Q-network and demonstrate how these features contribute
to the success of the proposed data-driven approach.
4.5.1 Experimental Setup
The Environment
A simulation environment is developed for the merging pedestrian flow sce-
nario. The image used to train the DNN is generated from the simulated environ-
ment and is shown in Fig. 19. The dimension of this image is 200 × 200. The
pedestrians in flow A and flow B are represented by red and blue circles in this
simulation environment. The robot is denoted by a black square. The size of the








Figure 19: Snapshot of the environment used in the simulation.
x ∼ [4, 8] m and y ∼ [4, 8] m. The environment space is continuous for the pedes-
trians. The robot moves on the grid points of a regular grid defined in x ∼ [0, 4] m
and y ∼ [0, 8] m. The grid size is 0.2 m. The instantaneous outflow qt is averaged
over 5 most recent measurements taken at every second to reduce the noise of the
observation.
Pedestrian Motion Simulation
The existing Social Force Model (SFM) [141] with HRI forces is used to simu-
late the pedestrian’s motion and HRI. SFM is a commonly used model to simulate
pedestrian’s behavior, and has been used to simulate pedestrian’s motion in recent
studies on robot navigation [147, 148, 124]. In SFM, the pedestrian is represented
by plane circle with mass mi. The motion dynamics of pedestrians are governed
by the self-driven force and the interaction forces exerted on a pedestrian by the
environment including other pedestrians, the boundary wall, and the robot. The
robot is a passive element in the SFM, i.e., the robot does not suffer a repulsive
force from the pedestrians. Using robot as a passive element has been validated
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by real human-robot experiments [149]. The details of SFM and its parameters
are shown in [61]. The pedestrian’s initial speed is set as 2 m/s, and the pedes-
trian’s position is randomly initialized using a uniform distribution U(a, b). For
pedestrian in flow A, x ∼ U(−5,−3) m and y ∼ U(4.5, 7.5) m. For pedestrian in
flow B, x ∼ U(0.5, 3.5) m and y ∼ U(−5,−3) m. The radius of the robot is set to
0.2 m.
Simulation Scenarios
Extensive simulations with random robot initial positions and different pedes-
trian flows have been conducted. The inflow ratios between flow A and flow B is
denoted as q1/q2. The sum of the number of pedestrians in flow A and flow B
is set to be 300, and the inflow ratio q1/q2 is changed to create different cases.
This section will first present two simulation cases with different flow ratios q1/q2.
In Case 1, q1/q2 = 1/3. In Case 2, q1/q2 = 2/1. In each case, different robot
initial positions will be chosen to validate whether the robot can find a good mo-
tion planning policy such that the accumulated outflow,
∑T
t=0 q(t), is maximized.
The duration of each simulation run is set as T = 400 s. Then, this section will
perform the simulation of Case 3 where the initial inflow ratio of flow A and flow
B is q1/q2 = 5 : 1, and then it changes to q1/q2 = 1 : 11 at t = 300s. The duration
of the simulation run is set to 600 s. The robot is expected to adjust its position
accordingly to maximize the accumulated outflow under these two flow ratios.
DNN Structure
The filter size of the Conv1 layer in CNN is 8× 8. The output of the Conv1
layer is 16 feature maps, each of which is of dimension 49 × 49. The filter size of
the Conv2 layer in CNN is 4 × 4. The output of the second layer is 32 feature
maps, each of which is of dimension 23 × 23. These feature maps are flattened
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into a 16928-dimensional vector and fed into the Q network. The hidden layer and
output layer of the Q network have 256 and 4 units, respectively.
Computer Configuration and Implementation
The training and testing of the proposed approach are conducted on a work-
station with one 12-core i7-6800K CPU and two NVIDIA TITAN Xp GPUs. The
DNN is implemented with Python on GPU 0 while the pedestrian motion model
is implemented with PyCUDA on GPU 1.
4.5.2 HRI Characteristics
Before verifying the proposed data-driven approach, the effect of the HRI
on the pedestrian accumulated outflow is analyzed by performing the simulations
with the robot placed at different fixed positions. Specifically, a set of 800 robot
positions is chosen from the region defined in x ∼ [0, 3.8] m and y ∼ [0, 7.8] m
on the grid map with the grid size of 0.2 m. In each run, the robot is placed
at one of the positions and the accumulated outflow at T = 400 s is recorded.
For each position in the set, 5 runs are repeated and the average accumulated
outflow over these 5 runs is calculated. Fig. 20a and Fig. 20b illustrate the top
view and 3D view of the HRI characteristics results for Case 1, respectively. The
quantity of the accumulated outflow of each position is indicated according to the
color bar on the right, ranging from dark red (high accumulated outflow) to dark
blue (low accumulated outflow). To better show the difference of the positions
in accumulated outflow, the range of accumulated outflow value is adjusted to be
mapped on the color map. Thus, accumulated outflow values that are lower than
the minimum of the range are indicated by the same color (i.e., dark blue). The
robot positions with the highest accumulated outflow are marked by a rectangle
in Fig. 20a.
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(a) Top-view (b) 3D-view
Figure 20: HRI characteristics for Case 1.
Similarly, the HRI characteristics results for Case 2 are presented in Fig. 21.
The robot positions with the highest accumulated outflow are marked by an ellipse
in Fig. 21a.
(a) Top-view (b) 3D-view
Figure 21: HRI characteristics for Case 2.
The HRI characteristics results for the two inflow ratios in Case 3 are illus-
trated in Fig. 22. The ellipse in Fig. 22a and the rectangular in Fig. 22b highlight
the robot positions with highest accumulated outflow.
Fig. 20 demonstrates that under the inflow ratio q1/q2=1:3 (which represents
that the main flow A is less than the branch flow B), the best position for the
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(a) q1/q2 = 5 : 1 (b) q1/q2 = 1 : 11
Figure 22: HRI characteristics for Case 3.
robot to stay is the region located on the right of the branch channel (flow B).
Fig. 21 shows that under the inflow ratio q1/q2=2:1, the best position for the
robot is the region where the two flows merge. Similar region of the best robot
positions can be found in Fig. 22a for inflow ratio q1/q2=5:1. Comparing Fig. 20a
with Fig. 21a, we can observe that the optimal regions for Case 1 and Case 2 are
different. It is intuitive that when the main flow A is bigger in Case 2, congestion
may occur in the merging area, and the robot should stay in the position to impede
more pedestrians from getting into the bottleneck to prevent congestion. On the
contrary, when the branch flow B is bigger in Case 1, the robot should stay away
from the middle of the flow to have more people passing through to maximize
the overall pedestrian outflow. It is worth noting that when the branch flow B
keep getting bigger, the inflow condition can reach to the extent that nearly all
the incoming pedestrians are in flow B, which is represented by the inflow ratio
q1/q2=1:11 in Case 3. Fig. 22b shows that in this case the robot should stay away
from flow B, thus to keep flow B as smooth as possible. The HRI characteristics
shows that optimal robot positions exist to maximize the outflow of pedestrians,
and thus are used as “ground-truth” to validate whether the proposed approach
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can learn the optimal robot motion planning such that the accumulated outflow is
maximized under different inflow ratios.
4.5.3 Performance Evaluation
Evaluation Results for Merging Pedestrian Flows
The training performance is presented by running Algorithm 1 in this sec-
tion. The DNN is trained for 3500 epochs to learn the optimal robot motion
policy. In each epoch, the inflow ratio q1/q2 is randomly chosen from the set
(5 : 1, 2 : 1, 1 : 1, 1 : 2, 1 : 3, 1 : 11), which represent different pedestrian distribu-
tions in the two merging flows. The robot initial position is randomly chosen from
the grid point. The simulation time for each epoch is 400 s. The evolution of
the accumulated outflow at T = 400 s over 3500 epochs is shown in Fig. 23.
In the first 250 epochs, the robot motion decision is randomly chosen from the
4 permissible directions. Then, from epoch 250 to epoch 500, the robot motion
decision is randomly selected with a probability ε, otherwise, it is generated by the
proposed DNN. In this phase, the probability ε gradually reduces from 1.0 to 0.1,
and keeps 0.1 afterward. In Fig. 23, we can observe that the accumulated outflow
increases steadily before 2000 epochs, and then it converges with small oscillations.
This training result shows that the proposed approach succeeds in learning a robot
motion policy to maximize the accumulated outflow under different robot initial
positions and different inflow ratios.
After the training process, the robot motion planning results are obtained by
running Algorithm 2. The proposed approach is evaluated under Case 1 and Case
2. In each case, extensive simulations with random initial robot positions were
conducted.
In case 1, the proposed data-driven robot motion control is evaluated under
the pedestrian flow q1/q2=1:3. The results of Case 1 with robot initial position
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Figure 23: The evolution of the accumulated outflow over 3500 epochs during the
training process.
[0.4, 2] are illustrated in Fig. 24. The robot trajectory is shown in Fig. 24a, where
the robot moves in the grid-based map defined in the robot’s workspace. The
robot initial position is denoted by a red star, and the robot positions at different
time steps are represented by black stars. The arrow at the star indicates the
robot motion direction generated by the proposed approach. The time history of
robot position in x and y directions are presented in Fig. 24b. We can observe
that after around 20 s, the robot converges into a region, x ∼ [2.6, 3.6] and y ∼
[2.6, 3.8], which is the optimal region as verified in HRI Characteristics and marked
by the rectangular in Fig. 20a. Fig. 24c shows the instantaneous outflow, qt,
where the black curve shows the result with the proposed regulation strategy,
and the red curve shows the result without robot regulation. One can see that the
instantaneous outflow, qt, with the proposed regulation is higher than that without
robot regulation. Furthermore, in the green box, there is a significant drop in the
red curve, which is caused by congestion without the robot regulation. It can be
seen that the congestion is avoided by the proposed robot regulation, and the black
curve is relatively more smooth without sharp drops. The accumulated outflow,
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(a) Robot trajectory (b) Robot position in x and y directions
20
(c) Instantaneous outflow
Figure 24: Robot initial position [0.4, 2] for Case 1.
∑T
t=0 qt, at T = 400 s with and without robot are 6522 and 5950, respectively.
With robot regulation, the accumulated outflow increases by 9.61%.
Similarly, Fig. 25 illustrates the results of Case 1 with robot initial position
[3.4, 7.4]. We can see that the robot learns to avoid the region in Fig. 20a that
results in low accumulated outflow. After around 100 s, the robot converges into
the optimal region. The accumulated outflow at T = 400 s with and without robot
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(a) Robot trajectory (b) Robot position in x and y directions
20
(c) Instantaneous outflow
Figure 25: Robot initial position [3.4, 7.4] for Case 1.
are 6313 and 5950, respectively. With robot regulation, the accumulated outflow
increases by 6.10%.
Statistical results are also provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed approach. The performance of the proposed approach is compared with
no robot, a randomly-moving robot, and ADP-control robot. For the randomly-
moving robot, the robot motion is randomly selected from the permissible actions.
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For the ADP-control robot, the robot motion is generated by ADP which has been
successfully used in [124] for pedestrian regulation. The simulation is repeated 10
times for each initial position. The average accumulated outflow at T = 400 s
is calculated over 10 runs. The simulation results for Case 1 under robot initial
positions [0.4, 2] and [3.4, 7.4] are shown in Fig. 26. Without robot, the average
accumulated outflow is 5989, and its standard deviation is 73. With randomly
moving robot, the average accumulated outflow under these two initial positions
are 6198 and 4650, respectively. Their standard deviations are 240 and 514, re-
spectively. With ADP-control robot, the average accumulated outflow under these
two initial positions are 6286 and 6143, respectively. Their standard deviations are
35 and 37, respectively. With the proposed DRL control, the average accumulated
outflow increase to 6475 and 6310, respectively. Their standard deviations are 53
and 36, respectively. We can see that the proposed approach greatly improves the
accumulated outflow compared to the no-robot case, the randomly-moving robot
case, and the ADP-control robot case.
In order to extensively evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, the
results of 10 different robot initial positions are shown in Fig. 27 for Case 1. These
initial positions are randomly selected from the boundary of the robot workspace,
which are away from the optimal region marked in Fig. 20a. The shadow area
highlights the position range from maximum to minimum of the 10 trajectories
at each time step, and the blue solid line illustrates the average position of these
trajectories at each time step. We can observe that the robot can converge to the
optimal region from different initial positions.
In case 2, the proposed data-driven robot motion control is evaluated under
the pedestrian flow q1/q2 = 2/1. The results of Case 2 with robot initial position
[0.4, 2] are shown in Fig. 28. Fig. 28a and Fig. 28b show that the robot converges
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Figure 26: Average accumulated outflow for Case 1 under robot initial positions
[0.4, 2] and [3.4, 7.4] over 10 runs.






























Figure 27: Time history of robot position under 10 robot initial positions for Case
1.
into the optimal region marked by ellipse in Fig. 21a after around 20 s. One can
see from Fig. 28c that the instantaneous outflow with robot regulation is higher
than that without robot regulation. In the green box, there are sharp drops in the
red curve that indicates severe crowd congestion. The accumulated outflow with
and without robot are 6509 and 5989, respectively. With robot regulation, the
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(a) Robot trajectory (b) Robot position in x and y directions
20
(c) Instantaneous outflow
Figure 28: Robot initial position [0.4, 2] for Case 2.
accumulated outflow increases by 8.68%.
Similarly, the results of Case 2 with robot initial position [3.4, 7.4] are shown
in Fig. 29. From Fig. 29a, one can observe that the robot learns to avoid the
region in Fig. 21a that results in low outflow. In addition, the robot converges
into the optimal region after around 50 s. Fig. 29c shows the improvement of
instantaneous flow. The accumulated outflow with and without robot are 6356
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(a) Robot trajectory (b) Robot position in x and y directions
20
(c) Instantaneous outflow
Figure 29: Robot initial position [3.4, 7.4] for Case 2.
and 5989, respectively. With robot regulation, the accumulated outflow increases
by 6.13%.
The statistical results for Case 2 under robot initial positions [0.4, 2] and
[3.4, 7.4] are shown in Fig. 30. The simulation is repeated 10 times for each initial
position. The average accumulated outflow at T = 400 s is calculated over 10 runs.
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Figure 30: Average accumulated outflow for Case 2 under robot initial positions
[0.4, 2] and [3.4, 7.4] over 10 runs.
Without robot, the average accumulated outflow is 6027, and its standard deviation
is 33. With randomly moving robot, the average accumulated outflow under these
two initial positions are 6060 and 4796, respectively. Their standard deviations
are 69 and 821, respectively. With ADP-control robot, the average accumulated
outflow under these two initial positions are 6223 and 6129, respectively. Their
standard deviations are 27 and 18, respectively. With the proposed DRL control,
the average accumulated outflow increase to 6485 and 6347, respectively. Their
standard deviations are 17 and 30, respectively. We can see that the proposed
approach greatly improves the accumulated outflow compared to these benchmark
solutions.
In addition, the results of 10 robot initial positions are presented in Fig. 31
for Case 2. These initial positions are randomly selected from the boundary of
the robot workspace, which are away from the optimal region marked in Fig. 21a.
The shadow area highlights the position range from maximum to minimum of the
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Figure 31: Time history of robot position under 10 robot initial positions for Case
2.
10 trajectories at each time step, and the solid blue line illustrates the average
position of these trajectories at each time step. We can observe that the robot can
converge to the optimal region marked in Fig. 21a from different initial positions.
These results demonstrate that the proposed data-driven approach succeeds
in learning the optimal robot motion planning such that the accumulated outflow
is maximized under different inflow ratios and different robot initial positions.
The computational time and resource usage for the training phase and the
testing phase are presented in Table 13. It takes about 30 hours to train the DNN
on the workstation. The GPU memory usage are 4.44% and 2.64% for GPU 0
and GPU 1, respectively. The CPU memory usage is 2.07%. For the online robot
motion planner running Algorithm 2, the image of the environment is fed into
the robot every 1 second. It takes about 125 ms for Algorithm 2 to generate the
robot motion decision after receiving the input image. The GPU memory usage
are 4.44% and 2.64%, respectively. The CPU memory usage is 1.49%. We can see
that after the training, the robot motion planner is fast enough for online control.
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Table 13: Computational time and resource usage
Time GPU 0 memory GPU 1 memory CPU memory
Training 30 hours 4.44% 2.64% 2.07%
Online 125 ms 4.44% 2.64% 1.49%
Evaluation Results for Changing Pedestrian Flows
In this section, the performance of the proposed data-driven approach is evalu-
ated when the pedestrian inflow ratio changes. The simulation is conducted under
Case 3 where the initial inflow ratio of flow A and flow B is q1/q2 = 5 : 1, and
then it changes to q1/q2 = 1 : 11 at t = 300s. Case 3 represents the scenario where
the main inflow (flow A) is more than the branch inflow (flow B) initially and
then the main inflow gets less than the branch inflow. The robot is expected to
adjust its position accordingly to maximize the accumulated outflow under these
two flow ratios. Fig. 22a and Fig. 22b show the HRI characteristics of inflow
ratios q1/q2 = 5 : 1 and q1/q2 = 1 : 11, respectively. The ellipse in Fig. 22a and
the rectangular in Fig. 22b highlight the robot positions with highest accumu-
lated outflow. The robot is expected to converge into the ellipse region in Fig.
22a for q1/q2 = 5 : 1 and then adjust to the rectangular region in Fig. 22b for
q1/q2 = 1 : 11.
Fig. 32 shows the simulation results for Case 3 where the robot initial position
is [1, 1]. We can observe that the robot converges to the ellipse region in Fig. 22a
at about 30s. When the inflow ratio changes at 300s, the robot adjust its position
and converges to the rectangular region in Fig. 22b after 340s. These results verify
the proposed approach can replan the robot motion in real time according to the
change of the pedestrian inflows.
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(a) Robot trajectory (b) Robot position in x and y directions
Figure 32: Evaluation results for Case 3.
Evaluation results in 3D environment
In this section, the proposed approach is evaluated in a 3D continuous envi-
ronment constructed by Unity 3D engine. The new 3D environment is shown in
Fig. 33a. The pedestrians in flow A and flow B are represented by red and blue,
respectively. The 3D pedestrian model is shown in Fig. 33b.
The evaluation results under pedestrian flow q1/q2=1:3 are shown in Fig. 34.
The robot trajectory is shown in Fig. 34a. The robot initial position is denoted by
a red star, and the robot positions at different time steps are represented by black
stars. The arrow at the star indicates the robot motion direction generated by the
proposed approach. The time history of robot position in x and y directions are
presented in Fig. 34b. We can observe that after around 20 s, the robot converges
into a region, x ∼ [2.8, 3.8] and y ∼ [2.0, 3.6], which is in the optimal region as
verified in HRI Characteristics and marked by the rectangular in Fig. 20a. Fig.
34c shows the instantaneous outflow, qt, where the black curve shows the result
with the proposed regulation strategy, and the red curve shows the result without
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(a) Snapshot of the 3D environment (b) 3D pedestrian model
Figure 33: The 3D environment constructed by Unity 3D engine.
robot regulation. One can see that the instantaneous outflow, qt, with the proposed
regulation is higher than that without robot regulation. Furthermore, in the green
box, there is a significant drop in the red curve, which is caused by congestion
without the robot regulation. It can be seen that the congestion is avoided by the
proposed robot regulation, and the black curve is relatively more smooth without
sharp drops. The accumulated outflow,
∑T
t=0 qt, at T = 400 s with and without
robot are 6549 and 5950, respectively. With the proposed robot regulation, the
accumulated outflow increases by 10.07%. These results verify the effectiveness of
our proposed approach in this 3D environment.
4.5.4 Analysis of the Extracted Hidden Features
This section analyzes the hidden representations of the Q network (i.e., the
vector h in Eq. (42)) and demonstrates how these representations contribute to
the successful performance on this pedestrian-flow regulation problem. The exper-
iment is conducted under Case 1 where inflow ratio q1/q2 = 1 : 3. By feeding an
image of the environment, x, into the DNN, we can get a 256-dimensional vector
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(a) Robot trajectory (b) Robot position in x and y directions
(c) Instantaneous outflow
Figure 34: Evaluation results in the 3D environment.
from the hidden layer of the Q network and the maximum output of the Q network,
which is denoted as V = maxuQ (x,u; θ). 400 samples of the 256-dimensional vec-
tor and their V values under Case 1 are collected. In Fig. 35, the high-dimensional
vector is projected onto a two-dimensional space by a technique called t-distributed
stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [150]. The 256-dimensional vectors with
small Euclidean distance in the high-dimensional space will be projected to nearby
points in the two-dimensional space. The points are colored with triangles accord-
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V
Figure 35: Two-dimensional t-SNE embedding of the hidden representations of the
Q network.
ing to their V values ranging from dark red (highest V) to drake blue (lowest V).
In Fig. 35, some input images corresponding to a selected number of points are
presented. We can observe that the four input images on the bottom correspond
to high V values while the four input images on the top correspond to low V
values. By comparing the robot position (black square) in these images with the
HRI characteristics, we can find that the robot positions in the bottom input im-
ages achieve high accumulated outflow while the robot positions in the top input
images achieve low accumulated outflow. These results demonstrate the DNN has
learned the relationship between the robot position and the accumulated outflow.
Furthermore, we can see that the points with similar colors are mapped nearby
while the points with different colors are mapped far-away. These results show
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that the DNN has learned to extract suitable features from the input image to
support the decision-making process.
4.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter has proposed a data-driven decision-making framework for robot-
assisted pedestrian regulation. A mobile robot has been introduced to regulate
pedestrian flows through passive HRI. The proposed data-driven robot motion
control can directly generate the robot control actions with raw image observa-
tion. The effectiveness of the proposed data-driven robot motion control has been
verified through simulation experiments under different pedestrian flow conditions.
The experimental results have shown that the proposed approach has learned op-
timal robot motion planning to maximize the accumulated outflow under different
inflow ratios and different robot initial positions. In addition, the visualization
of the extracted hidden features demonstrates the effectiveness of the automatic
feature extraction.
This chapter mainly focused on the formulation of the robot-assisted pedes-
trian regulation problem and the novel data-driven approach to solve it. One
potential future work is to implement the proposed approach in real-world sce-
narios. The future work may include the following parts: set up an environment
with an installed surveillance camera and a pedestrian tracking system; collect
real images of pedestrian flows from the surveillance camera; transmit images and
instantaneous outflow data to a mobile robot via a local area network; use the
proposed approach to calculate motion decisions.
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CHAPTER 5
Data-Driven Decision-Making for EV Charging Management
5.1 Chapter Overview
Data-driven decision-making has achieved promising results in the previous
chapter for the pedestrian regulation problem. This chapter will focus on develop-
ing data-driven approach for the EV charging management problem in smart grid.
Efficiently managing the EV charging schedules can not only reduce customer’s
charging cost but also contribute to peak-shaving and valley-filling for the power
grid. A data-driven approach is proposed to find the optimal charging policy that
can shift the charging schedules from peak-hours to off-peak hours and make sure
the EV can be fully charged upon departure.
In this chapter, first, the background and related works for this EV charging
management problem will be discussed. Then, the EV charging management prob-
lem will be formulated as an MDP. Then, the architecture of the proposed data-
driven approach based on DRL will be introduced. Finally, the effectiveness of the
proposed approach will be verified in numerous simulations. The contributions are
twofold. First, an MDP with unknown transition probability is constructed from
the user’s perspective to formulate the EV charging management problem. The
randomness of the electricity price and the commuting behavior is taken into con-
sideration to formulate the real-world scenarios. Second, a DRL based data-driven
approach, which does not require any system model information, is proposed to
determine an optimal strategy for this real-time scheduling problem.
5.2 Background and Related Works
EV provides a sustainable alternative to fossil-fuel vehicles and can signifi-
cantly reduce the transport-related pollution. Another benefit of EVs is the cost
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reduction for consumers since it is cheaper to charge an EV than fill up with gaso-
line [151]. As the real-time electricity price has been adopted by many utility
companies to encourage shifting energy usage to off-peak hours [152], the charging
cost can be reduced by optimizing the charging schedules [153]. In addition, an
EV can discharge energy back to the electric grid by working in the vehicle-to-grid
(V2G) mode and thereby make money [154].
Due to the existence of randomness in traffic conditions, user’s commuting
behavior, and pricing process of the utility, EV arrival and departure time, EV
energy consumption, and electricity prices are dynamic and time-varying. There-
fore, efficiently managing EV charging/discharging to reduce the cost becomes
challenging.
In recent years, numerous day-ahead scheduling approaches have been pro-
posed for this problem [155, 156, 157, 158, 159]. For instance, in order to handle
the uncertainty in the charging demand, D. Wu et al. [155] developed a two-stage
stochastic optimization method for workplace EV charging management. In a sim-
ilar way, Y. Guo et al. [156] proposed a two-stage framework for the economical
operation of a microgrid-like EV parking deck while taking the intermittency of
renewable outputs into account. I. Momber et al. [157] developed a two-stage
stochastic linear programming to maximize the EV aggregator’s profit in both
day-ahead and balancing market while the uncertainties of EV fleet mobility and
market price were considered. In [158, 159], the EV aggregator was considered to
bid in the day-ahead market and offered ancillary services. Stochastic programming
approaches were applied to manage the EV fleet charging while taking into account
the randomness of the regulation signals. Although the aforementioned methods
achieved some success in day-ahead charging/discharging scheduling, they may be
unsuitable for real-time scenarios where the variations in EV charging demand and
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the electricity prices are much more complex.
Real-time scheduling strategies that can respond to dynamic charging demand
and time-varying electricity prices have attracted a lot of attention recently. For
example, L. Yao et al. [160] developed a binary programming-based strategy to
coordinate multiple EVs charging in a parking station in response to real-time
curtailment request from the utility. G. Binetti et al. [161] offered a formulation
for the coordinated charging problem which considered the plug-in and plug-off
frequency. Then, a real-time greedy algorithm is designed to solve the formulated
problem in a decentralized manner. Y. T. Liao et al. [162] employed a stochastic
dynamic programming method which maximizes the operator’s profit for the real-
time dispatch of an EV charging station equipped with photovoltaic panels. Q.
Huang et al. [163] presented an MDP formulation for the EV scheduling problem
while considering the uncertainty and dynamics in wind energy supply. A rollout
algorithm is used to derive the optimal scheduling policy. The above methods for-
mulate this scheduling problem as a model-based control problem which generally
requires a model of forecast on the uncertainty and optimization for the scheduling
process. The crucial step in constructing a model-based controller includes how
to properly select the model and accurately estimate its parameters. This step
becomes more challenging when the heterogeneity of the EV users, such as their
commuting behavior, are taken into consideration. Consequently, different model
parameters and even different models are required for different users.
In order to solve this problem, in this chapter, a data-driven approach that
does not need any system model information is proposed [62]. The EV charging
management problem is formulated as an MDP from the user’s perspective. The
objective is to find cost-efficient charging schedules to take advantage of the real-
time electricity price while fulfilling user’s driving demand.
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5.3 Problem Formulation
The real-time EV charging management problem is formulated from the user’s
perspective. When the EV is at home, the charging action is determined every
hour. A finite MDP with discrete time step is applied to formulate this problem.
Specifically, the time interval between two adjacent steps is one hour. At time step
t, the system state st, which includes the information about the remaining energy
in the EV battery and the past 24-hour electricity prices, is observed. Based on
this information, the charging action at is selected. This action represents the
amount of energy that the EV battery will be charged or discharged during this
time interval. After executing this action, the system will proceed to the next state
st+1. The details about the MDP formulation are shown as follows.
State
The system state at time step t is defined as a vector st = (ut, Et, Pt−23, . . . , Pt).
This vector encapsulates three types of information: (1) ut indicates whether the
EV is at home or not; (2) Et represents the remaining energy in the EV battery;
(3) (Pt−23, . . . , Pt) denotes the past 24-hour electricity prices.
Action
Given the state st, the action at represents the charging/discharging power.
When the EV is charging, at is positive. When the EV is discharging, at is negative.
The EV user can make money by charging the battery when the electricity price
is low and discharging the battery when the price is on-peak. The charging and
discharging power is constrained as below,
−emaxdis ≤ at ≤ emaxch , (46)
where emaxch and e
max
dis are the allowed maximum charging and discharging power of
the EV battery, respectively. The EV charger provides discrete charging power,
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i.e., at ∈ {e1, ..., eL}.
State transition
The state transition from the state st to st+1 is denoted as
st+1 = f(st, at, ωt), (47)
where the state transition is not only controlled by the action at but also influenced
by the randomness ωt. Specifically, the state transition for Et is controlled by at
and can be explicitly expressed by a deterministic battery model Et+1 = Et + at.
For ut and Pt, the state transition is subject to randomness since the arrival time,
departure time, and next-hour electricity price are unknown. Finding an accurate
distribution model of the randomness ωt can be difficult since it is influenced by
many factors, such as traffic condition, user’s commuting behavior, pricing process
of the utility, etc. To solve this problem, a data-driven approach is proposed to
learn the state transition directly from the input data.
Reward
The reward at time step t is defined from user’s perspective as
rt =

−Pt · at, t 6= tβ
−Pt · at − τ · (Emax − Et)2 , t = tβ
(48)
where tβ is the time step when the EV leaves home.
In this reward, Pt · at represents the charging cost at time step t. When the
EV is charging, this term is positive. On the contrary, if the EV discharges energy
back to the power grid to make money, this term is negative.
(Emax − Et)2 measures user’s “range anxiety” which is the fear that the EV
has insufficient energy to reach its destination. This term is proposed to penalize
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the amount of uncharged battery energy, Emax−Et. Larger uncharged energy will
result in bigger penalty. In practice, some users are likely to tolerate large range
anxiety to obtain low charging cost. In order to measure the user’s preference
towards the cost-saving objective and the range anxiety reducing objective, an
anxiety coefficient τ is introduced. τ is measured in $/kWh2 such that the range
anxiety term has the same measurement unit as the charging cost term.
Action-value function
The quality of a charging action a under a given system state s is assessed by
the expected total sum of future rewards for the horizon of K time steps as follow





∣∣∣∣∣ st = s, at = a
]
, (49)
where Qπ(s, a) is called action-value function, π is the EV charging policy which
maps from a system state to a charging schedule, and 0 < γ < 1 is the discount
factor, which balances the importance between the immediate reward and future
rewards. For instance, when γ = 1, future reward is as important as the immediate
reward and the policy is foresighted. When γ = 0, only immediate reward is taken
into consideration and the policy is shortsighted.
The objective of this scheduling problem is to find an optimal π∗ to maximize
the action-value function as
Q∗(s, a) = max
π
Qπ(s, a), (50)
where Q∗(s, a) represents the optimal action-value function.
5.4 Data-Driven EV Charging Management
It is difficult to analytically determine the optimal policy π∗ since the future
electricity prices and user’s commuting behavior are unknown. A data-driven
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solution is to iteratively update the action-value function Q(s, a) based on the
Bellman equation [164] as





∣∣∣∣ st = s, at = a] . (51)
As the number of iterations i → ∞, Q(s, a) will converge to the optimal




Q∗ (s, a) . (52)
In traditional works, Q∗(s, a) is generally approximated by a look-up table
[52]. However, since the electricity price in this problem is continuous and high-
dimensional, an extremely large table is required to approximate Q∗(s, a) and it is
intractable to update such a large table. In the proposed data-driven approach, a
DNN is used to approximate Q∗(s, a).
The overall diagram of the proposed approach based on DRL for EV charging
management is illustrated in Fig. 36. The representation network extracts discrim-
inative features from the electricity price. After concatenating these features with
battery SOC, the concatenated features are fed into a Q network to approximate
the action-value of all feasible schedules under the given input state. The schedule
with the largest action-value is selected as the EV charging schedule.
Extracting discriminative features from the raw data is a crucial step to im-
prove the action-value function approximation. Good features should contain the
information about the electricity price trends. With these features, the scheduling
strategy can minimize the charging cost. In this paper, a representation network
is proposed to extract these features.











































Figure 36: The Overall architecture of the proposed data-driven EV charging
management.
temporal ordering, it is reasonable to infer future price trends from past electricity
prices. LSTM network is known for its strong ability to model the time depen-
dencies of time-series data [165], and has achieved promising results in smart grid
applications, such as load forecasting [166, 167]. In the representation network of
Fig. 36, electricity price trends are captured by a LSTM network. Its input is
the past 24-h electricity price and its output is the features containing information
about future price trends.
The output of the LSTM network, yt, is concatenated with the battery SOC
which is a scalar. These concatenated features, xt, contain information about
both the future price trends and the battery SOC. The information of the future
price trends is essential to reduce the charging cost, while the information of the
battery SOC is important to ensure the EV can be well-charged. Then, these
concatenated features are fed into the Q network to approximate the optimal
action-value function.
The Q network is a three-layer fully-connected neural network. The input
layer is fully-connected to a hidden layer with V units, and the value of the hidden
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unit is
vt = g (W1 ∗ xt + b1) , (53)
where xt denotes the input vector, g is the rectified linear activation function, W1 is
the matrix of weights, and b1 is the vector of biases. Then, the hidden layer is fully-
connected to the output layer. The output of the Q network is the action-value
for all feasible charging/discharging schedules under system state s, i.e.,
Q (s, a) = g (W2 ∗ vt + b2) , (54)
where W2 is the matrix of weights, and b2 is the vector of biases. Then, the schedule
with the largest action-value is outputted as the charging schedule.
Algorithm 3 shows how to train the DNN based on RL. The parameters of
the DNN are denoted as θ = {θ1, θ2}, where θ1 represent the parameters of the
representation network, and θ2 represent the parameters of the Q network. θ1 and
θ2 are shown in Eq. (55) and (56), respectively.
θ1 = {Wz, Rz, bz,Wi, Ri, bi,Wf , Rf , bf ,Wo, Ro, bo} (55)
θ2 = {W1, b1,W2, b2} (56)
The input of Algorithm 3 is the electricity prices, battery SOC, and reward
r. Its output is the DNN’s parameters θ that include the parameters of the repre-
sentation network and the parameters of the Q network.
The DNN’s parameters trained by Algorithm 3 will be fixed for the real-time
EV charging management. The scheduling algorithm is presented in Algorithm 4.
Its input is the electricity prices and battery SOC. Its output is the EV charging
schedules.
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Algorithm 3 Training of Deep Neural Network
Input: Electricity prices, battery SOC, and reward r
Output: DNN’s parameters θ
1: Randomly initialize DNN’s parameters θ.
2: Initialize shadow parameters θ̄ = θ.
3: for Epoch=1:M do
4: Obtain the initial state stA .
5: for Time step t=tA:tD do
6: Select schedule at based on ε-greedy search.
7: Execute schedule at, observe reward rt, and process to the new state
st+1.
8: Store transition (st, at, rt, st+1) in D.
9: Sample minibatch of transitions F = {(sj, aj, rj, sj+1)}#Fj=1 from D.
10: q̄j ←− rj + γQ
(
sj+1, argmaxaQ (sj+1, a; θt) ; θ̄
)
.
11: Calculate the loss function L (θt) =
∑#F
j=1 [q̄j −Q (sj, aj; θt)]
2.
12: Update parameters θt+1 = θt − η5θt L (θt).
13: Every B steps reset θ̄ = θ.
14: end for
15: end for
Algorithm 4 first loads the parameters of DNN trained by Algorithm 3. In the
loop starting from line 2, the DNN is implemented to generate the EV charging
schedules from time step tA to tD. At each time step, the representation net-
work is applied to extract features from the past 24-h electricity prices. Then,
these features are concatenated with battery SOC. After that, Q network calcu-
lates action-value Q (st, a; θ) based on these concatenated features. Then, the EV
charging schedule at is selected in line 7 as at = argmaxa∈AQ (st, a; θ). Finally,
the schedule at is outputted.
5.5 Experimental Results
In this section, the proposed data-driven EV charging management is evalu-
ated under simulation studies. This section will first introduce the details of the
experimental setup. Then, this section will present the experimental results on a
real-world scenario. Then, this section will investigate how to balance the cost-
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Algorithm 4 Real-Time EV Charging Management
Input: State st, including electricity prices and battery SOC.
Output: EV charging/discharging schedules atA:tD .
1: Load the DNN’s parameters θ trained by Algorithm 3.
2: for Time step t=tA:tD do
3: Obtain past 24-h electricity prices.
4: Representation network extracts features from the electricity prices.
5: Concatenate these features with battery SOC.
6: Q network calculates action-value Q (st, a; θ).
7: at = argmaxa∈AQ (st, a; θ)
8: Output EV charging/discharging schedule at.
9: end for
10: Return: atA:tD
saving objective and the range anxiety reducing objective. Finally, this section will
conduct ablation studies to explain how to choose the neural network structures
and the hyperparameters.
5.5.1 Experimental Setup
The performance of the proposed data-driven approach is evaluated under a
real-world scenario. The real-world hourly electricity price starting from February
1st, 2014 and lasting 360 days is downloaded from the California ISO [168]. This
price data is separated into training and testing data. In each 30 consecutive days,
the first 20 days are selected for training, and the remaining 10 days are used
for performance evaluation. User’s commuting behavior is modeled as random
variables. Specifically, the EV arrival time, the departure time, and the battery
SOC at the arrival time obey truncated normal distributions. The distributions
are presented in Table. 14. The arrival time tA is sampled from N (18, 12) and is
bounded between 15 and 21. For the departure time tD, its distribution N (8, 12)
is bounded between 6 and 11. The battery SOC bounded between 0.2 and 0.8
is sampled from N (0.5, 0.12). It is worth noting that the proposed data-driven
approach does not rely on any knowledge of the distributions of these random
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variables. Thus, it can scale to different modeling mechanisms. A Nissan Leaf
with battery capacity Emax = 24 kWh is used in the experiments. When the EV
is at home, the charger provides 7 levels (6 kW, 4 kW, 2 kW, 0 kW, -2 kW, -4
kW, -6 kW) for EV charging and discharging. The positive values represent the
charging process while the negative ones refer to EV discharging.
Table 14: Random variables for commuting behavior.
Distribution Boundary
Arrival time tA ∼ N (18, 12) 15 ≤ tA ≤ 21
Departure time tD ∼ N (8, 12) 6 ≤ tD ≤ 11
Battery SOC SOC ∼ N (0.5, 0.12) 0.2 ≤ SOC ≤ 0.8
The DRL based data-driven approach is proposed to generate the optimal
charging schedules. The discounted factor γ is set to 0.99 so that the proposed
approach can obtain a foresighted strategy. In the representation network, a 128-
dimension feature vector is extracted from the past 24-h electricity price. Then,
this vector is concatenated with the SOC and fed into the input layer of the Q
network. The number of the units in its hidden layer and output layer are 64 and 7,
respectively. The parameters of the representation network and the Q network are
randomly initialized and updated by gradient descent during the training process.
The batch size of the sampled transitions F for training is 32. The value of B is set
as 500. The number of training epochs, M , equals to 50,000. The training process
takes about 1.5h on the computer with one NVIDIA TITAN Xp GPU and one
i7-6800K CPU. After the training process, the proposed approach can be deployed
for the EV charging management. It takes about 3.7 ms to generate one schedule.
The code is written in Python with TensorFlow.
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5.5.2 Performance Evaluation
The proposed DNN is trained for 50,000 epochs to learn the optimal EV
charging management policy. The anxiety coefficient τ is set to 0.01. The train-
ing process takes about 1.5 hours. Each epoch starts when the EV arrives home




is calculated. The evolution of the cumulative rewards over 50,000 epochs is il-
lustrated in Fig. 37. In the first 7,000 epochs, the charging/discharging schedule
is randomly selected from the 7 feasible levels. Then, from epoch 7,000 to epoch
14,000, the schedule is randomly selected with probability ε, otherwise, it is cho-
sen by the proposed DNN. In this phase, the probability ε is reduced from 1.0
to 0.1, and remains 0.1 afterward. It can be observed from Fig. 37 that the cu-
mulative rewards start to increase gradually after epoch 18,000. Then, at epoch
35,000, the cumulative rewards converge around −0.2 $ with small oscillations.
This result demonstrates that the proposed approach succeeds in learning a policy
to maximize the cumulative rewards.
Figure 37: The evolution of the cumulative rewards during the training process.
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The proposed approach is evaluated and compared with several benchmark
solutions, including model predictive control (MPC), day-ahead, fitted-Q iteration
(FQI), and uncontrolled strategy. For the MPC solution, the EV arrival time and
depart time, and the battery SOC are known in advance. MPC is evaluated with
two different forecasting models. For the first forecasting model, a fully-connected
neural network (NN) with 24-20-20-8 units is used to provide the dynamic predic-
tion of the future electricity prices over a rolling horizon of 8 hours. Based on the
forecasted prices, a scheduling strategy over the rolling horizon is derived and only
the first hour’s schedule is implemented. At the next hour, the above procedure is
repeated. Similarly, for the second forecasting model, an LSTM network is used
to forecast the future electricity prices. This LSTM network is the same as the
one in the representation network. MPC is also evaluated under an ideal situation
where the future electricity prices are all known in advance. This ideal solution
provides an upper bound for the performance. However, it cannot be reached in
reality because of the uncertainty in the future prices. For the day-ahead solution,
the EV arrival time and depart time, and the battery SOC are known in advance.
Autoregressive (AR) model is applied to forecast the electricity prices, and its or-
der is 24, i.e. AR (p=24). Then, the EV charging management problem is solved
using YALMIP. For the FQI solution [169], a decision tree is used to approximate
the action-value function. Then, the charging schedule is determined based on
the greedy strategy. For the uncontrolled solution, the EV is charged immediately
with the maximum charging rate when it arrives home.
The 120 test days are used for performance evaluation. In each day, the charg-
ing cost is calculated as
∑tD
t=tA
Pt·at. The cumulative charging costs of the proposed
and benchmark solutions over the test days are presented in Fig. 38. The percent-
age terms on the right illustrate the cost reduction of the corresponding solutions
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with respect to the uncontrolled solution. We can observe that the proposed ap-
proach (blue solid line) reduces the charging cost by 77.30% in comparison with
the uncontrolled solution (purple dotted line). The other four benchmark solu-
tions, FQI (orange dash-dotted line), day-ahead (black circles), MPC+NN (red
dash line), and MPC+LSTM (black dotted line) only reduce the cost by 46.29%,
59.10%, 69.87%, and 75.04%, respectively. These results demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed approach for this EV charging management problem. We
also notice that MPC with real future price (green triangles) reduces the charging
cost by 86.29%. Comparing the results of MPC, we can find that the performance
of MPC relies on the accuracy of a forecasting model. However, the proposed







Figure 38: Cumulative charging cost of the proposed and benchmark solutions over
the 120 test days.
To further investigate the performance of the proposed approach, the charg-
ing/discharging patterns over 7 consecutive days are shown in Fig. 39. The green
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(b) Remaining battery energy
Figure 39: Charging/discharging patterns of the proposed approach over 7 consec-
utive days.
regions in each subfigure indicate the periods of time when the EV is not at home.
In Fig. 39a, the hourly electricity price ($/kWh) is illustrated with the red line,
while the hourly charging/discharging energy (kWh) is represented by the blue bar.
One can observe that the proposed approach learns to charge when the electricity
price is low and to discharge when the price is on-peak. These charging/discharging
patterns verify the proposed approach’s capability to forecast the electricity price
trends. The remaining battery energy at each hour is presented in Fig. 39b. The
battery is well-charged when the EV leaves home. These results demonstrate that
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Figure 40: Average range anxiety (blue circle) and charging cost (red square) under
different anxiety coefficient.
In the real-world scenario, different users may have a different preference to-
wards the cost-saving objective and the range anxiety reducing objective. The
impact of the anxiety coefficient τ on these two objectives is demonstrated in Fig.
40 where the coefficient increases from 0 to 0.01 with a step of 0.001. In Fig.
40, the range anxiety and charging cost are averaged over the 120 test days. The
blue line with circle marks represents the average range anxiety, while the red line
with square marks is the curve for average charging cost. The negative value of
the charging cost indicates that the EV earns money by selling electricity to the
utility. We can observe that large anxiety coefficient leads to small range anxiety
but large charging cost. This figure demonstrates that the coefficient can balance
the trade-off between the range anxiety and the charging cost. Specifically, if the
user only needs to drive for a short distance, the coefficient can be set to a small
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value. Consequently, the proposed approach tries to reduce the charging cost. On
the contrary, if the user wants to reduce the range anxiety, this coefficient can be
set to a high value.
In order to further demonstrate the effect of the anxiety coefficient τ , the daily
charging cost and the battery SOC when the EV leaves home are presented in Fig.
41. This figure shows the results over 120 test days with two different τ . When τ
is set to 0.002, the proposed approach can achieve a lower charging cost, but the
battery is about half charged. On the contrary, when τ is set to 0.008, the battery
is almost fully charged, but the charging cost increases. These results demonstrate
that the proposed approach can adaptively adjust to user’s different preferences
by setting different anxiety coefficient.
5.5.3 Ablation Studies
The reason LSTM network is used to extract features from the electricity
prices is that it has strong ability to model the time dependencies of time-series
data [165]. To investigate the effectiveness of the LSTM network, an ablation ex-
periment is conducted by removing the LSTM network. Specifically, the electricity
prices are directly concatenated with the battery SOC. Then, these concatenated
features are fed into the Q network. Without the LSTM network, the accumulated
charging cost over the 120 test days is 27.71 $. However, the accumulated charging
cost of the original model with the LSTM network is only 17.02 $. The LSTM
network contributes to a 38.59% reduction in the charging cost.
For the fully-connected neural network, there is an empirically-derived rule-
of-thumb to choose the number of hidden units. The optimal number of the hidden
units is usually between the number of input units and the number of the output
units. In the proposed model, the number of hidden units is 64, and the accu-




Figure 41: Daily charging cost and battery SOC when the EV leaves home under
different anxiety coefficient τ .
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hidden units is chosen as 32 and 128, their accumulated charging cost are 17.29 $
and 17.13 $, respectively. We can see that the performance is insensitive to the
number of hidden units when this number is chosen between the number of input
units and the number of the output units.
The discounted factor γ balances the importance between the immediate re-
ward and future rewards. When γ = 0, the learned policy is “myopic” in being
concerned only with maximizing immediate reward. As γ approaches 1, the future
rewards are taken into consideration more strongly, and the learned policy becomes
more farsighted. In the original model, γ = 0.99, which is the same as that used in
[50]. For the original model, the accumulated charging cost over the 120 test days
is 17.02 $. When γ is chosen as 0.5 and 0.8, their accumulated charging cost are
36.92 $ and 24.65 $, respectively. We can observe that the performance is sensitive
to the discounted factor γ. γ should be close to 1 such that the learned policy is
farsighted.
5.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter proposed a data-driven approach to determine an optimal strat-
egy for the real-time EV charging management problem. This problem was formu-
lated as an MDP with unknown transition probability from the user’s perspective.
In the problem formulation, the randomness of both the electricity price and the
commuting behavior were considered. The proposed approach does not need any
system model information. It can directly learn the optimal policy from the input
data. In the proposed approach, a representation network is designed to extract
features from the electricity prices. Then, a Q network is implemented to approxi-
mate the optimal action-value function based on these features. Finally, the action
that maximizes this function is selected for the scheduling problem. The param-
eters of these two networks are updated by gradient descent during the training
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process. Experimental results showed that the proposed approach outperforms
various benchmark solutions for this EV charging problem. In addition, the pro-
posed approach can adaptively adjust to different users’ preferences towards the
cost-saving objective and the range anxiety reducing objective. Finally, ablation
experiments were conducted to investigate how to choose the neural network struc-
ture and the hyperparameters. The proposed approach can also be extended to
many other applications in smart grid, such as residential energy management




6.1 Summary of the Dissertation
This dissertation first focuses on automatic feature extraction, which can avoid
the burden of the “feature engineering” process. The domain shift problem for su-
pervised feature extraction was investigated. A low-level feature alignment method
was proposed to reduce the domain shift. The experimental results on adapting
from clear weather to foggy weather and adapting from synthetic images to real-
world images showed that the proposed domain adaptation method can maintain
the performance of the feature extractor across different domains. The ablation
results showed that the proposed low-level feature alignment is much more ef-
fective in domain shift reduction than high-level feature alignment. In addition,
the proposed domain adaptation method is insensitive to the choice of the target
sample. This dissertation also studied an unsupervised feature extractor, sparse
autoencoder. It does not need any labeling information and therefore does not
suffer from the domain shift problem. A generative model was established for the
sparse autoencoder to determine the sparse hyperparameter. Unlike the traditional
works that use brute-force search to determine this hyperparameter, the proposed
approach is much more efficient. Experimental results on MNIST dataset validated
the effectiveness of the proposed approach in determining the sparse hyperparam-
eter.
Then, this dissertation studied the heterogeneous data fusion problem. Two
important types of data, image and natural language, were considered. An atten-
tion network was used to calculate the correlation between the input data. The
image features were refined according to the correlation to the question. To effec-
tively fuse the refined images features and question features, a hierarchical fusion
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network was developed. In this fusion network, the image features and question
features were transformed into a common feature space. Then, a multi-head fusion
was proposed to fuse these transformed features at multiple levels. The experimen-
tal results on VQA dataset showed that the proposed heterogeneous data fusion
outperformed other benchmark solutions.
With the automatic feature extraction and heterogeneous data fusion, this
dissertation developed a data-driven decision-making framework for robot-assisted
pedestrian regulation. In this pedestrian regulation problem, a mobile robot was
introduced to regulate the pedestrian flows through passive HRI. A data-driven ap-
proach based on DRL was proposed to generate the robot control actions only with
the raw image observation. The experimental results showed that the proposed ap-
proach succeeded in learning optimal robot motion planning strategy to maximize
the accumulated outflow under different inflow ratios and different robot initial
positions. In addition, the visualization results of the extracted features revealed
how the automatic feature extraction contributed to the success of the proposed
data-driven approach.
This dissertation also proposed a data-driven approach for another real-world
problem, real-time EV charging management. This problem was formulated as an
MDP where the randomness of both the electricity prices and user’s commuting
behavior were considered. The proposed approach learned the optimal charging
policy in a “model-free” fashion, which means that it does not need any system
model information. In the proposed approach, an LSTM network was utilized to
extract the future price trends from the past electricity prices. Then, a Q net-
work was implemented to approximate the optimal action-value function based on
these features. Experimental results under real-world scenarios showed that the
proposed approach can significantly reduce the charging cost and outperformed
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various benchmark solutions. In addition, experimental results showed that the
proposed approach can well adapt to different users who may have different pref-
erences towards the cost-saving and range anxiety reducing.
6.2 Challenges and Opportunities
There are significant research directions and future opportunities following the
work presented in this dissertation. This dissertation would like to highlight the
following three critical future directions.
Explainable Data-Driven Decision-Making
Due to the black-box nature of DNN, it is extremely hard for humans to
understand how the data-driven system derives such decision. In many critical
domains, such as health care, legislation, and law enforcement, it is of paramount
importance to make sure the decisions are legally or ethically defensible [175]. In
addition, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requires the automated
decision-making systems to provide an explanation of how the decision is reached
[176]. These requirements call for novel theories and tools to explain and under-
stand the functionality of DNN. One potential way is to investigate the learning
mechanism to derive principles that can explain the evolution of DNN’s parame-
ters during the training process. In addition, semantic concepts can be assigned
to DNN’s weights or feature representations such that we can uncover a human-
interpretable explanation of the learning mechanism. For example, in CNN, these
semantic concepts can be generated based on the visualization of the convolutional
kernels and feature maps.
Secure Data-Driven Decision-Making
Another future direction is to enhance the security of the data-driven decision-
making systems. For real-world systems, such as power system, the measurement
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units and the control center are being increasingly interconnected via communi-
cation facilities, which makes these systems exposed to numerous cyber-attacks.
These attacks can undermine the system performance and, sometimes, may cause
severe damage to the system. A real-world incident is the cyber-attack on Ukraine
power substation in 2015 [177]. During this attack, 30 substations were shut down,
and over 225,000 people lost power. For DNN-based data-driven systems, we
should also study the vulnerability to a special type of attack, adversarial attack.
During adversarial attack, the hacker can attack the output of DNN by intention-
ally injecting small amount of perturbation into the input data [178]. It is crucial
to understand the vulnerability of the data-driven systems to different types of
attacks. In addition, advanced defense strategies should be developed to make the
data-driven systems resilient and robust to these attacks.
Computationally Efficient Data-Driven Decision-Making
The existing DNNs are computationally expensive and memory intensive,
which hinders the deployment of data-driven systems in applications with strict
latency requirements or in devices with low memory resources [179]. A potential
solution is to compress and accelerate the DNN without significantly undermining
the model performance. In DNN, there exists some redundant parameters. We can
find and prune these parameters according to the sensitivity to the performance.
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